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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system includes an offer datastores including one or more 
offers from one or more merchants, a registered card module 
to register one or more payment cards to be used for a pur 
chase transaction, a transaction matching module to identify 
the one or more merchants from a collection of purchase 
transaction data and to match the purchase transaction of the 
identified one or more merchants with one or more offers in 
the offer datastore from the identified one or more merchants, 
and a rewards module to determine an incentive to be applied 
to the one or more payment cards based on any offer associ 
ated with the matched merchant and generate a qualified 
transaction data to be transmitted to an issuer of the one or 
more payment cards. 
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REPORTING ANALYZER 
SITE: SICLICKAND CLICK THRUS 

CURRENTMONTHS (CLICKSONLY) 
MONTH TODATE TRACKING TO BASE CASE BEST CASE STRAIGHT (BASE) 

16,037 18,840 21,150 31,725 21,052 
% "TRACKING TO"AS OF: 89% 59% 89% CURRENTMONTH 

JANUARY CONTRACT PROJ. 
PROJ, CLICKS BASE CASE BEST CASE STRAIGHT (BASE) 

62.246 78,725 118,088 147,365 
% TRACKINGTO"ASOF 79% 53% 42% 

SICLICK 
HISTORICALDATA (YEAR PROJECTION (YEAR2 

SICLICK BASECASE BEST CASE STRAIGHT (BASE) ACTUAL % OF BASE % OF BEST 
JUNE S7 $17 $20 $17 $15 88% 75% 
JULY 7 17 20 17 14 82% 70% 
AUGUST 7 17 20 17 14 82% 70% 
SEPTEMBER 6 17 20 17 4. 82% 70% 
OCTOBER 6 17 20 17 15 88% 75% 
NOVEMBER 5 17 20 17 12 71% 60% 
DECEMBER 8 17 20 17 16 94% 80% 
JANUARY 5 17 20 17 O% O% 
FEBRUARY 11 17 20 17 O% O% 
MARCH 9 17 20 17 O% O% 
APRIL 5 17 20 17 O% O% 
MAY 16 17 20 17 O% O% 

TOTAL $9 $17 $20 $17 $14 84% 71% 
CLICK-THRUS 

HISTORICALDATA (YEAR PROJECTION (YEAR 2 
GOSHOPCLICKS 94 OF TOTAL BASECASE BEST CASE STRAIGHT (BASE) ACTUALIPROJECTED % OF BASE '% OF BEST 

JUNE 1459 2% 4,700 7.050 21,052 5,250 112% 74% 
JULY 1,319 2%. 5,288 7,931 21,052 6,594 125% 83% 
AUGUST 1554 2%. 6,463 9,694 21,052 8,247 128% 85% 
SEPTEMBER 3,617 4% 9,400 14,100 21,052 8,442 90% 60% 
OCTOBER 4,209 5%. 10,575 15,863 21,052 7,009 66% 44% 
NOVEMBER 6,850 8% 16,450 24,675 21,052 12,423 76% 50% 
DECEMBER 8,906 11%. 25,850 38,775 21,052 14,281 55% 37% 
ANUARY 8,008 10% 21,150 31,725 21,052 O% O% 
FEBRUARY 16,004 20% 54,050 81,075 21,052 O% O% 
MARCH 5,769 7%. 16,450 24,675 21,052 O% O% 
APRIL 9,201 11%. 25,850 38,775 21,052 O% O% 
MAY 14,940 18%. 56,400 84,600 21,052 O% 0% 
TOTAL 81836 100%. 252,625 378,938 252,625 62,246 25% 16% 

w CLICK-THRUS 

499 350000 7 300000 256666-4- 200006-2 le/12-1 

SICLICK 

0 HISTORICAL OBASE CASE A BEST CASE 

X SRAIGHTLINE (BASE) XACTUAL 

Of 2 C) 

0 HISTORICAL OBASE CASE A BEST CASE 

X SRAIGHTLINE (BASE) XACTUAL 
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REPORTING: FORECASTER 

SALES 

CURRENTMONTH: JANUARY CURRENTMONTH 
MONTH TODATE TRACKING TO BASE CASE BEST CASE STRAIGHT (BASE) 

$84,117 $141,317 $362,700 $544,084 $361,050 
% "TRACKINGTO" AS OF: 39.0% 26.0% 39.1% 

CONTRACT-TO-DATE 
CONTRACT-TO-DATE BASE CASE BEST CASE STRAIGHT (BASE) 

$898,859 $ 1,350,300 $ 2,025,222 $ 2,527,350 
%"TRACKINGTO"AS OF: 66.6% 44.4% 35.6% 

HISTORICALDATA (YEAR 1 PROJECTION (YEAR2 
REVENUE '% OF TOTAL BASECASE BEST CASE STRAIGHT (BASE) ACTUAL OF BASE '% OF BEST 

JUNE $13,985 1% $80,600 S120,900 $361,050 S76,798 95% 64% 
JULY 13,714 1% 90,700 136,050 361,050 91,337 1.01% 67% 
AUGUST 16,305 2% 111,000 166,248 361,050 116,367 1.05% 70% 
SEPTEMBER 29,672 3% 161,200 241,815 361.050 124,324 77% 51% 
OCTOBER 36,204 4% 181,400 272,042 361.050 104,685 58% 38% 
NOVEMBER 53,050 5% 282,100 423, 176 361,050 148,602 53% 35% 
DECEMBER 89,998 9% 443,300 664,991 361.050 236,746 53% 36% 
JANUARY 76,715 8% 362,700 544,084 361,050 0% O% 
FEBRUARY 224,614 22% 927,000 1,390,436 361.050 O% O% 
MARCH 72,121 7% 282,100 423, 176 361.050 O% 0% 
APRIL 121,961 12% 443,300 664,991 361.050 O% 0% 
MAY 258,140 26% 967,200 1450,890 361.050 O% O% 
TOTAL $1,006,479 100% $4,332,600 $6,498,800 $4,332,600 $898,859 21% 14% 
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REPORTING: SCENARIOBUILDER 
PURCHASE FUNNEL HISTORICAL JANUARY-06 

JAN 04- WEEKBEGINNING 
MAYO5 JAN-05 DEC-05 1/2 1/9 1/16 1/23 1/30 AWG GOAL 

107,930 
62% GOSHOP 66633 

BUY RATE 24% 
16,219 

AVERAGE $35 
PURCHASE PRICE $8 
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GOSHOP 

O AN 04-JAN- 111 JAN 04-JAN-05DEC-05 MAYO5 JAN-05 DEC-05 1/2 1/9 6 MAY 05 
-O-GO SHOP - GOAL ...o. BUY RATE 

1/2 1/9 
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(MERCHANTNAME) 
REPORT FOR 10/16/06 - 10/22/06 
CLOSING DATE: 10/22/06 
(MERCHANTNAME) NEXT JUMP, INC. 
(ADDRESSLINE 1) 261 FIFTHAVE 
ADDRESSLINE 2) 8TH FLOOR 
(CONTACTNAME) NEW YORK, NY 10016 
(CONTACT NUMBER) 212-685-7101 
(CONTACTEMAIL) 
PREVIOUSBALANCE PAYMENTS ADJUSTMENTS - NEWBALANCE 

$0.00 $232.85 (S232.85) $0.00 
PLEASE PAYBY. 

THIS IS NOTABILL 
DO NOT REMTPAYMENT 

YOUR CREDIT CARD HAS ALREADY BEEN CHARGED. 
ACTIVITY THIS PERIOD 
REGISTERED CARD PROGRAM 

ONLINEACTIVITY: 
TRANSDATE TRANSID PROVIDED BY TRANSAMT NETSALES DISCOUNT% DISCOUNTS 
1016/2006 OOOOOOOO8 AMEX $68,52 $61,67 10% $6.85 
10/16/2006 OOOOOOO10 AMEX $93.80 $84.42 10% $9.38 
1018/2006 OOOOOOO33 MIC $118,17 $106.35 10% $11.82 
10/19/2006 OOOOOOO38 W $16497 $148,47 10% $16.5 
10/19/2006 OOOOOOO40 W S73.48 $66,13 10% S7.35 
10/19/2006 OOOOOOO45 DISCOVER $54.10 $48,69 10% S541 

TOTAL $573,04 $51574 $57,30 
TOTALONLINEACTIVITYDUE $57,30 

STORE LOCATION ACTIVITY: 
123 MAINSTREET, NY, NY 01234 

TRANSDATE TRANSID PROVIDED BY TRANSAMT NETSALES DISCOUNT% DISCOUNTS 
10/17/2006 OOOOOOO12 MIC $129.54 $116,59 10% $12.95 
10/18/2006 OOOOOOO25 AMEX $25.87 $23,28 10% $2.59 

TOTAL $155.41 $139.87 $15.54 
TOTALSTORE LOCATION ACTIVITY $15.54 

TOTALREGISTEREDCARD PROGRAM $72.85 

COST PER CLICKPROGRAM 
CLICK ACTIVITY: 

AVERAGECOSTPER CLICK OF CLICKS TOTAL 
$1.00 160 $160.00 

TOTAL COSTPER CLICKPROGRAM 

AMOUNT CHARGED TO YOUR CREDIT CARD TOTAL DUE 
NOTICES 
THANK YOU FOR BEING ANEXT JUMPCUSTOMER. 
FORCUSTOMER SERVICE INQUIRIES, PLEASE EMAILMERCHANTSERVICEQNEXTJUMPCOMORCA................ 

FIG 44C 
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NEWACTIVITY AMOUNTS 
TRANSACTIONS FORAPRIL ROGERS 
CARDE: XXX-XXXXXX-12345 
JUNE 14, 2004 
RIALTONEW YORK CITYNY 
328756.108 FOODIBEV 
REFERENCE: 320074898.746281084 
JUNE 15, 2004 
HYATT REGENCYNEW YORK CITYNY 
003514780 FOOD/BEV 
REFERENCE: 320041.960096807030 
JUNE 17, 2004 
1-800-FLOWERS MILFORD CT 
003512781 RETAL MERCHANDISE 
REFERENCE: 320041.960096802890 
JUNE 17, 2004 -7.69 
15% WORKPERKS SAVINGSAT 1-800-FLOWERS 
1-800-FLOWERS # 003512781 $54,97 
REFERENCE: 320041.960096829387 
JUNE 19, 2004 3,123.57 
HICKEY FREEMANNEW YORK CITY NY I - w 
OO3532987 RETAL MERCHANDISE 
REFERENCE: 320041.960096822908 
JUNE 19, 2004 -1,874.14 
40% WORK PERKS SAVING ATHICKEY FREEMEN W P J s 
HICKEY FREEMEN # 003532987 $120.00 
REFERENCE: 320041.960096823521 
JUNE 20, 2004 28.56 
DUANE READE 047639 NEW YORK CITYNY 
003532987 DRUGSTORE/PHARMACY 
REFERENCE: 320041.960096829387 
JUNE 21, 2004 818.56 
PHILIPSELECTRONICS FARGOND 
O03533256 RETAL MERCHANDISE 
REFERENCE: 320041.960096833424 
JUNE 21, 2004 -491.13 
40% WORK PERKS SAVINGSAT PHILIPSELECTRONICS 
PHILIPSELECTRONICSi O03533256 $320.00 
REFERENCE: 320041.9600968129783 
JUNE 21, 2004 12.95 
TIVO INC RBS CA 
701787873 96756 
REFERENCE: 320041.9600968129783 
JUNE 22, 2004 15.63 
COS #41 NEW YORK CITYNY 
003532987 FOOD/BEV 
REFERENCE: 320041.9600968122987 
t-N u-S t-S-S-S- 
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COMMUNICATION SYSTEMAND METHOD 
FOR NARROWCASTING 

0001. This application is a Continuation-In-Part applica 
tion of PCT Application No. PCT/US2007/016287 filed Jul. 
17, 2008, which claims the benefit of US Provisional Patent 
Application Nos. 60/831,193 filed on Jul. 17, 2006, 60/850, 
263 filed on Oct. 10, 2006, 60/924,591 filed on May 22, 2007, 
and 60/924,592 filed on May 22, 2007, all of which are 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 1. Field 
0003. The present invention relates to a communication 
system and method, and more particularly, to a communica 
tion system and method for narrowcasting information based 
on active data gathering and active learning, providing mer 
chant network services, and transaction processing for accu 
mulating and redeeming rewards on a registered card with a 
spend, save, and give feature. 
0004 2. Discussion of the Related Art 
0005 Traditional communication systems and methods of 
reaching desired audiences among the masses mainly rely 
upon the broadcasting model. Such as mass mailings and 
television/radio advertisements to inform potential consum 
ers of various offerings in the hopes of increasing business. 
0006 But, the traditional broadcasting model is highly 
inefficient and research has shown that only a small fraction 
of the population pays any attention to these broadcasts. 
Using free standing inserts (“FSI) as an example, it has been 
estimated that merchants spend about $3 billion annually on 
marketing campaigns, while the amount actually redeemed 
by the consumers (i.e., those that have responded) is esti 
mated to be only about $30 million, or only about a 1% 
response rate. Response rates to other forms of broadcast are 
generally unknown and difficult to quantify. 
0007 Merchants also use emails as a cheaper marketing 
channel in an effort to make the marketing process more 
efficient. But, consumers become overwhelmed with unso 
licited advertisement emails (i.e., "spam) and all of its vari 
ous forms of unsolicited advertisements, such as “pop-ups' 
(e.g., unsolicited advertisements that pop up during Internet 
use) and discard these indiscriminant communications. The 
result is tremendous waste in marketing spend for a miniscule 
return. 

0008. In an attempt to focus the communications to be 
more relevant, the communications industry has recently 
been developing ways to match information to recipients to 
find more information of interest. This is often referred to as 
targeted marketing. This can be based on demographic data. 
But, this information, for example gender and location of 
residence, is generally insufficient to assure offers that may be 
interesting to the user. To supplement this information, others 
try to obtain information to profile the users interests. 
0009. Unfortunately, profiles are only as useful as the 
information provided by the user. If the user provides false 
information or does not provide any information during reg 
istration, the targeted information will be irrelevant and there 
fore useless. Usually profiling is achieved by presenting users 
with vague questions to elicit the required information. For 
example, a typical 'general interest' category may be listed as 
“outdoors.” If a user designates “outdoors” as an interest 
during registration, the user may get advertisements and/or 
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offers ranging from hiking shoes to picnic accessories to 
travel magazines because such a preference is so vague. 
These so-called targeted communications are only slightly 
more effective than general broadcasting. 
0010 Some service providers have begun to supplement 
the vague user preference categories with tracked user activi 
ties, such as purchases made by the user. But, targeted adver 
tisements and offers from these known systems are ineffec 
tive because the offered contents are almost always done in 
hindsight, i.e., based on past activities and, therefore, tend to 
be too late. 
0011. In addition to targeting communications, certain 
business use incentives to attract customers. For example, 
coupons are one of the vehicles used to encourage consumers 
to purchase specific products and/or spend at a particular 
business. Currently, some 300 billion coupons are distributed 
annually in the United States through an approximately S6 
billion national coupon industry. Approximately half of the 
estimated S6 billion goes towards the actual incentive with the 
other half going towards administration. Combining this esti 
mate with the fact that approximately 99% of the coupons end 
up in the trash, unused, and unredeemed, consumers only 
benefit from approximately $30 million in redeemed incen 
tives (i.e., only about 0.5% of the S6 billion actually goes to 
the consumers). 
0012 What is needed, therefore, is a cost-efficient and 
convenient incentive redemption system and method that 
would provide benefits to both the consumers and merchants. 
0013 Another type of incentive typically used to draw 
consumers to usage is a rewards/loyalty program. The main 
marketing thrust of a rewards/loyalty program is to register, 
maintain, and increase consumer usage of a particular mer 
chant or service provider by offering various incentives to the 
members of the program. Approximately 160 million people 
belong to an airline loyalty program, and approximately 32 
million people belong to a credit card rewards program. Busi 
nesses spend an estimated S25 billion on rewards and incen 
tives. Companies spend an estimated S50 million on 
employee rewards and recognition programs. 
0014. One of the most popular incentives used by rewards/ 
loyalty programs is the “points' system. The idea is the mem 
ber accumulates certain number of points for specified activi 
ties defined by the sponsor of the program (e.g., 1 point for 
every S1 spent, 1 point for visiting a sponsoring merchant, 
etc., 1 point for every mile traveled, etc.). Then, the member 
is given the opportunity to redeem the accumulated points for 
a “reward.” The reward may be a product, service, or even 
cash that can be obtained by redeeming a specified number of 
points (e.g., 11 back for every point, a free camera for 3,400 
points, a free plane ticket for 50,000 points, etc.). 
0015 There are various disadvantages of the current 
points based incentive programs. First, the rewards available 
for redemption are extremely limited. Typically, products 
available for redemption are generally products that are over 
stocked or outdated and are sitting in warehouses, either 
purchased by the sponsors at a discount or contracted by the 
warehouse vendors to help move the products. Therefore, 
majority of the members find themselves ordering products 
they do not need or do not find very appealing to burn the 
points before losing them or letting them go to waste. 
0016 Second, the redeemable price and the cost spent are 
generally disproportionate. That is to say, the amount the 
member must spend to accumulate a point is far greater than 
the point is worth when the time comes to redeem it. For 
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example, many reward programs equate 1 point for every S1 
spent. But, a typical rewards catalog will list a camera, for 
example, with a street price of S150 to be redeemable with 
3,400 points. As another example, typical airlines equate 1 
point for every 1 mile traveled. But, to obtain a free plane 
ticket to a destination within the continental United States, 
typical airlines require 50,000 points or more. Given that the 
distance between the east coast and the west coast is only 
about 3,000 miles; such an “incentive' does not necessarily 
encourage a consumer to become a member just for the 
reward. Even cash back reward programs typically only give 
back 1% of the amount spent, and many sponsors push to 
apply the cash back as credit against the bill or issue the cash 
as gift certificates. 
0017. Third, the redeeming process is extremely ineffi 
cient and inconvenient. The typical wait time between 
requesting for redemption of the points to actually receiving 
the reward is about 4 to 8 weeks, depending on the requested 
reward. Even when cash back is requested, the processing 
time generally takes about 4 to 6 weeks, especially when a 
check or gift certificate is to be issued. Because of the delay in 
the processing, the points total will not reflect the pending 
redemption amount until the points are redeemed. Accord 
ingly, the offered “rewards’ do not appeal to consumers who 
understand that the economics behind the rewards program 
are not only inconvenient but are not really incentives at all. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0.018. Accordingly, one aspect of this invention provides 
for a communication system with client devices in commu 
nication with at least one communication network. User data 
stores are also in communication with the communications 
network and store user data of users using respective ones of 
the client devices. Offer data stores also in communication 
with the communications network store offers from mer 
chants. A narrowcasting engine includes an active data gath 
ering module to collect the user data, and an active learning 
module to generate a user profile based on the user data. The 
communication engine selects dynamically offers from the 
offer data store based on the profile, and communicates the 
selected offers in the offer data store to the users. 
0019. The user data collected by the active data gathering 
module can include demographic, behavioral, and preference 
data. The preference data can include a request for future 
reminders of past lost opportunities; and the behavioral data 
can include at least one of click-throughs, hovers, and search 
terms of offers presented on the client device. 
0020. In addition, the active data gathering module allows 
a user to participate in a preference game for obtaining pref 
erence data of the user. 
0021 Preference building can be accomplished by pre 
senting questions and offers available to a user on a user 
interface, in which the questions and offers are dynamically 
created for the user based on initial user data. Answers to the 
questions are received through the user interface and pro 
cessed to generate preference data of the user. Offers presen 
tation can then be changed dynamically on the user interface 
in near real-time based on the preference data. In some 
instances the initial user data is Supplied by a network to 
which the user belongs. Such network could be a sponsor of 
a loyalty/rewards program. 
0022 Preference building can also be accomplished by 
presenting to a user a calendar interface that includes indicia 
for past offers from merchants. A selection interface then 
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allows the user to designate past offers that the user wishes to 
be reminded of in future offerings. 
0023. Further, the profile generated by the active learning 
module includes a persona type, selected from a predeter 
mined set of personas, for users. The profile can also include 
an indication of a life stage of users. 
0024. The system can also extend to an offer datastore for 
storing offers from merchants and an offer ranking module 
for rank the offers in the offer datastore based on popularity. 
Merchants can also use an offer bidding module to modify the 
offers based on the rank of the offer from the offer ranking 
module. 
0025. The invention also encompasses a method for com 
munication, including collecting user data of users in a user 
datastore; storing merchant offers in an offer datastore; gen 
erating a persona of users based on the user data; storing the 
persona in a persona datastore; segmenting the offers in the 
offer datastore based on the persona Stored in the persona 
datastore; segmenting users into segmentation cells; match 
ing the offer mixes with the user segmentation cells based on 
rules associated with each cell; and transmitting the offer mix 
to the users. 
0026. The rules can include at least one of suppression 
rules, designation rules, and offer mix integration rules and 
the offer mix integration rules determine which offers are to 
be combined to form the offer mix. The persona can be 
defined as before. 

0027. In addition, the invention extends to a system for 
creating a merchant offer that uses an enrollment module to 
solicit and receive merchant information and offer informa 
tion; a heat map module to display on the client devices 
consumer activity on the communication network; and a 
datastore to store the merchant information and the offer 
information. 
0028. The display of the consumer activity generated by 
the heat map module includes a graphical representation 
depicting varying levels of activity overa period of time based 
on at least one of product, product type, and merchant. The 
graphical representation includes at least one of varying 
shapes, sizes, or color in proportion to the varying levels of 
activity. 
0029. The system also extends to a card transaction pro 
cessing module that generates purchase transaction data asso 
ciated with a payment card. The purchase transaction data is 
processed to identify the merchant from which the transaction 
originated using merchant identification data. The merchant 
identification data may be a unique identifier, Such as a gov 
ernmental assigned identifier (e.g., a tax identification num 
ber), or may be other types of identifiers such as merchant's 
name, location, address, telephone number, store number, 
industry code, dba, etc. included in the purchase transaction 
data. This operates with an offer datastore including offers 
from merchants; and a transaction matching module that 
receives the purchase transaction data associated with the 
payment card and match the purchase transaction with the 
merchants in the offer datastore. A rewards module deter 
mines an incentive to be applied to the payment card based on 
any offer associated with the matched merchant and generates 
a qualified transaction data to be transmitted to an issuer of the 
payment card. 
0030. Also, the system can include an offer datastore 
including offers from merchants; and a registered card mod 
ule to register payment cards to be used for a purchase trans 
action. These work together with a transaction matching 
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module that matches the purchase transaction with the mer 
chants in the offer datastore; and a rewards module that deter 
mines an incentive to be applied to the payment cards based 
on any offer associated with the matched merchant and gen 
erates a qualified transaction data to be transmitted to an 
issuer of the payment cards. 
0031. A card processing module can be added to deter 
mine the amount to be credited back to the payment cards 
identified in the qualified transaction data. Another addition is 
a statement generator that generates a card Statement includ 
ing itemized listing of the purchase transaction and the 
amount credited back to the payment cards. A points module 
can be used to convert a designated number of points into a 
monetary value and apply the converted monetary value to the 
purchase transaction. The points module could also converta 
designated number of points into a monetary value and apply 
the converted monetary value to a saving account. Alterna 
tively, the points module could convert a designated number 
of points into a monetary value and apply the converted 
monetary value to a charity account. 
0032. The invention also extends to testing a market seg 
mentation by segmenting users into user segmentation cells, 
in which the user segmentation cells being associated with 
market segments. Messages including an offer mix are gen 
erated for the user segmentation cells associated with the 
users. Messages are then sent to a Subset of the users associ 
ated with the user segmentation cells. These users’ responses 
are then analyzed to identify a type of message eliciting a high 
response rate. The messages can then be refined based on the 
identified type of message; and the refined messages can then 
be sent to all of the users of the segmentation cells. 
0033. It is possible to generate a first message for a first 
Subset of the users, and a different second message for a 
second Subset of the users. Typically, the generating, sending 
and analyzing processes are repeated for a predetermine num 
ber of times. 
0034. Thus, the systems, sub-systems and methods of this 
invention have numerous facets, many of which can be com 
bined in different configurations. 
0035. Additional features and advantages of the invention 
will be set forth in the description which follows, and in part 
will be apparent from the description, or may be learned by 
practice of the invention. The objectives and other advantages 
of the invention will be realized and attained by the structure 
particularly pointed out in the written description and claims 
hereofas well as the appended drawings. 
0036. It is to be understood that both the foregoing general 
description and the following detailed description are exem 
plary and explanatory and are intended to provide further 
explanation of the invention as claimed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0037. The accompanying drawings, which are included to 
provide a further understanding of the invention and are 
incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification, 
illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with the 
description serve to explain the principles of the invention. In 
the drawings: 
0038 FIG. 1A is an overview of the various components 
of the present invention; 
0039 FIG. 1B is a block diagram view of the loyalty/ 
rewards system; 
0040 FIG. 2 is a system diagram illustrating an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
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0041 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating member seg 
mentation; 
0042 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating segmentation 
cells; 
0043 FIGS. 5A-5B are block diagrams illustrating offer 
segmentation and an exemplary offer mix: 
0044 FIGS. 6A-6B are block diagrams illustrating a 
branding approach and an exemplary branding result: 
0045 FIGS. 7-11 are views illustrating the testing and 
launch process according to the present invention; 
0046 FIG. 12 is a block diagram that illustrates active data 
gathering according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0047 FIG. 13 is a block diagram that illustrates active 
learning according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0048 FIG. 14 is a diagram that illustrate the registration 
and activation of benefit sites in accordance with the present 
invention; 
0049 FIG. 15 is a diagram that illustrates the preference 
questions generated based on segmented cells; 
0050 FIG. 16 is an exemplary web page illustrating intel 
ligent questioning according to an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention; 
0051 FIGS. 17A-17G are exemplary illustrations of the 
data collection process according to the present invention; 
0.052 FIG. 18 is a chart illustrating an exemplary behav 
ioral analysis according to the present invention; 
0053 FIG. 19 is an exemplary profile of a persona in 
accordance with the present invention; 
0054 FIGS. 20-22 are exemplary illustrations of the vari 
ous reports generated in accordance with the present inven 
tion; 
0055 FIG.23 is a diagram illustrating a purchase funnel of 
the present invention; 
0056 FIG.24 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
data flow according to the present invention; 
0057 FIGS. 25-30 show an exemplary embodiment of 
segmentation and preference gathering/learning according to 
the present invention; 
0058 FIG. 31 is a view of an exemplary embodiment of 
the auto-enroll module of the present invention; 
0059 FIG. 32 is a flowchart describing an exemplary 
enrollment process according to the present invention; 
0060 FIG.33 is a flowchart describing an exemplary offer 
management process according to the present invention; 
0061 FIG. 34 is an exemplary view of a heat map accord 
ing to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 
0062 FIG.35 is an exemplary view of various examples of 
heat maps; 
0063 FIG. 36 is an exemplary view of an offer rank mod 
ule of the present invention: 
0064 FIG.37 is an exemplary view of an offer bid module 
of the present invention; 
0065 FIG.38 is an exemplary view of merchant mapping: 
0.066 FIG. 39 is a merchant workflow diagram of an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 
0067 FIGS. 40A-40D are exemplary screenshots shown 
during an auto-enroll process in accordance with the present 
invention; 
0068 FIG. 41 is an exemplary view of an enrollment noti 
fication in accordance with the present invention; 
0069 FIG. 42 is an exemplary view of a login page in 
accordance with the present invention; 
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0070 FIGS. 43 A-43D are exemplary screenshots shown 
during a merchant setup process in accordance with the 
present invention; 
0071 FIGS. 44A-44E are exemplary screenshots of vari 
ous merchant tools in accordance with the present invention; 
0072 FIG.45 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
embodiment of a payment processing system in accordance 
with the present invention; 
0073 FIG.46 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
embodiment of a registered card processing system in accor 
dance with the present invention; 
0074 FIG. 47 is a workflow diagram illustrating an exem 
plary registered card process in accordance with the present 
invention; 
0075 FIG. 48 is a view of an exemplary registered card 
statement in accordance with the present invention; 
0076 FIG. 49 is a view of exemplary rules available 
through the registered card system; 
0077 FIGS. 50-51 are illustrations of exemplary embodi 
ments for processing card transactions; 
0078 FIG. 52 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for earning points in accordance with the present 
invention; 
0079 FIGS. 53-54 are flow diagrams illustrating exem 
plary processes for burning points in accordance with the 
present invention; 
0080 FIG.55 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary pro 
cess for a registered card purchase transaction; and 
I0081 FIGS. 56A-56F are exemplary views of a portal for 
accessing a rewards/loyalty program. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

0082 Reference will now be made in detail to the embodi 
ments of the present invention, examples of which are illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings. 
0083. Overview of the Narrowcasting System and Method 
0084. The present invention is directed to presenting rel 
evant communications to relevant audiences at the relevant 
time. In particular, the system and method for narrowcasting 
is directed towards presenting communications in a discrete 
manner via closed-loop marketing. As used herein, "closed 
loop' marketing refers to a marketing channel where a mar 
keting campaign can be traced from its launch to the end user. 
The narrowcasting system and method of the present inven 
tion is directed to communicating relevant offers from pro 
viders of goods and services to relevant potential consumers 
at relevant times, although the system and method of the 
present invention may be applied to other venues and appli 
cations without departing from the scope of the invention. 
0085. Relevance of the communicated offers is only as 
accurate as the preference data provided by the users. While 
users provide Some type of preference data to merchants, 
accurate preference data is difficult to obtain without an 
established trust. As mentioned above, prior art solutions of 
obtaining customer preference data have relied on formal 
surveys or questionnaires. Preference data elicited from these 
prior art mechanisms are generally of lower relevance and 
marketing value. By contrast, preference data provided by 
customers in affirmatively requesting for a specific merchant 
offer during the course of online shopping as a matter of 
customer service, for example, is highly relevant. 
I0086 Accordingly, the present invention is directed to 
establishing a system and method that provides "customer 
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service' experience to the users rather than the prior art 
approach of “selling products and services to the users. To 
illustrate, in accordance with the present invention, a con 
Sumer that is shopping for a computer laptop may view an 
expired offer for a computer laptop from a specific merchant 
(e.g., Dell). The present invention allows for the consumer to 
request a reminder regarding similar offers in the future. At 
this point, the consumer has made an explicit request about a 
specific merchant offer regarding a specific product. Hence, 
similar offers in the future will likely result in a higher rate of 
purchase (i.e., a conversion rate). The higher the rate of con 
version, the more profitable the customer interaction 
becomes, and the more valuable the marketing service is to 
the merchant. 

I0087 As users realize that they are being "serviced by 
relevant offers and/or choices at the most opportune times, 
trust is increased in the system's ability. As trust increases, 
usage of the system increases. In turn, as usage increases, 
more accurate preference data are obtained, which then act to 
provide even more relevant offers at more relevant times. 
I0088. The present invention increases the “trust' aspect of 
the users’ experience by leveraging the relationship already 
established between the users and their affiliated “networks’ 
(e.g., employers, financial institutions, institutions, etc.) by 
implementing the system and method of the present invention 
on a “rewards/loyalty' platform. However, the system and 
method of the present invention may be implemented on other 
types of business models without departing from the scope of 
the invention. In the exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention, the system and method of the present invention 
operates on a rewards/loyalty platform of networks of which 
the users are already members, instant trust is already created 
between the system of the present invention and that of the 
users. Initial sets of data for the potential users (e.g., demo 
graphic, behavioral, preference information) are provided by 
the networks already in a trust relationship with the users, 
thereby making the initial preference analysis already highly 
relevant and accurate even before usage by the users. There 
fore, the first impression of the system of the present inven 
tion to first time users is one of relevance and trust, thereby 
setting the tone for high usage. 
I0089. While “relevance” of offers can increase usage by 
increasing trust, breadth (i.e., quantity) and depth (i.e., qual 
ity) of products and services available on the system are 
integral to increasing usage of the system. Moreover, as 
explained in the Background of the Invention, quality of the 
incentives as well as convenience of redeeming the incentives 
are also significant factors in increasing the usage of the 
rewards/loyalty program. In accordance with the present 
invention, the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
includes various payment and redemption modules to 
increase the usage of the rewards/loyalty program by benefit 
ing the members, participating merchants, and the program 
sponsors alike. 
0090 FIG. 1A shows an overview of the various compo 
nents of the present invention. As shown, the system of the 
present invention generally includes a user network 10, mer 
chant network 20, and a loyalty/rewards system 30. As 
explained in detail below, the loyalty/rewards system 30 inte 
grates with other existing components such as the credit, 
debit, point-of-sales (POS) systems 40, cellular phone sys 
tems 50, charity organizations 60, and financial/asset man 
agement systems 70. 
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0091 FIG. 1B shows a block diagram view of the loyalty/ 
rewards system 30 of FIG. 1A. As shown in FIG. 1B, the 
loyalty/rewards system 30 includes customer network tech 
nology component 32, merchant network technology compo 
nent 34, payment services technology 36, and narrowcasting 
technology 38. Each of these components is described in 
more detail below. 

0092 
0093. “Narrowcasting,” as used in the exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention, is a scientific approach to 
marketing using computer, behavioral, and statistical Science 
to target a market. Narrowcasting is a communications model 
that provides the right product to the right customer at the 
right time through the right communications channel. The 
narrowcasting system and method of the present invention 
accomplishes this task by using information obtained from 
trusted relationships, explicit preferences designated by the 
users, and inferred behavioral preferences obtained by track 
ing users’ activities to dynamically provide relevant offers at 
relevant times to the right users. Unlike prior art systems, the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention creates Syn 
thetic behavioral profiles referred to herein as “personas' 
with associated rules to match offers to the users. The 
matched offers are then sent via the most effective commu 
nications channel. An exemplary embodiment of the narrow 
casting system and method of the present invention is 
described below. 

0094) 
0095. As shown in FIG. 1B, the narrowcasting system 38 
includes an active data gathering component 38a and active 
learning component 38b. The details of these components are 
described with reference to FIG. 2. 

0096 FIG. 2 shows an overall diagram of an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention. In its simplest form, 
narrowcasting engine 250 dynamically matches the most rel 
evant offers from various providers of goods and services, 
referred to herein as “merchants.” (260a, 260b) to the most 
relevant users enrolled with the narrowcasting system (290a, 
290b) at the most relevant time. To accomplish this end, the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention includes Vari 
ous components. 
0097. As shown in FIG. 2, the narrowcasting system of the 
present invention includes a user network member database 
210 and a merchant offer database 260. The term “user net 
work” as used herein refers to a group to which the users 
belong. Examples of user networks include employers (i.e., 
HR), institutions (e.g., universities, credit card companies), 
affinity groups (e.g., trade groups), and other entities with 
members who are networked through the entity. Although not 
shown, networks register with the narrowcasting system of 
the present invention to setup narrowcasting services for their 
members. For example, the narrowcasting system 38 may be 
used by the networks to provide benefit services (e.g., perks, 
loyalty, or reward programs) to their members. The narrow 
casting system 38 may provide the offers in the offer database 
260 to the registered networks members as network mem 
bership benefits. Accordingly, the network member database 
210 contains information about the members provided by the 
registering networks including demographic and other per 
sonal information. Therefore, most of the users of the narrow 
casting system 38 are members of a registered network. In 
another exemplary embodiment, access to the narrowcasting 
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system 38 may also be granted to non-network members, 
Such as network members family members and associated 
individuals. 

0098 Merchant Offer Database 
0099 Merchant offer database 260 contains various 
offers, such as incentives and discounts, offered by various 
merchants (260a, 260b). In the exemplary embodiment of 
FIG. 2, merchants may be divided into two categories: (1) 
hosted merchants 260a, and (2) network affiliated merchants 
260b. Hosted merchants 260a are a class of merchants who 
register with the narrowcasting system 38 to provide offers to 
the users. Network affiliated merchants 260b are a class of 
merchants who have a working relationship with the mem 
bers’ networks. For example, a particular merchant (e.g., a 
flower shop) may be a sponsored merchant for a particular 
network (e.g., an affiliated credit card network) while another 
merchant (e.g., bookstore) has no affiliation with any of the 
member networks. Therefore, the sponsored merchant is clas 
sified as a network affiliated merchant 260b while the non 
affiliated merchant is classified as a host merchant 260a. 

01.00 
0101 The narrowcasting engine 250 is a computer pro 
grammed to dynamically match the users (290a, 290b) with 
the offers in the merchant offer database 260 while updating 
and facilitating various transactions and activities provided 
by the narrowcasting system38. In particular, the narrowcast 
ing engine 250 is connected to a user preference data store 
240a, a user behavioral data store 240b, rules/personas data 
store 240c, and a demographic data store 240d. The data 
stores 240a, 240b, 240c, and 240d may be any type of appro 
priate data storage device known in the art. The data stores 
240a-240d may each be independent storage devices, sub 
portions of a single storage device, or any combination 
thereof without departing from the scope of the invention. 
Moreover, the user preference data, behavioral data, rules/ 
personas, and demographic data may be stored as flat files or 
as records in a relational database or databases without 
departing from the scope of the invention. 
0102 Demographic data includes personal information 
about the user, Such as name, company, title, location, gender, 
age, marital status, etc. obtained from the network member 
database 210 and directly communicated by the users during 
an enrollment stage. Behavior data include such information 
as general interests, viewing and transaction activities on the 
system (e.g., click-throughs), and inferred specific items of 
interest of the user. The user preference data, as described in 
more detail below, are directed to specific requests from the 
users that indicate the users' future preferences. The narrow 
casting engine 250 also dynamically updates the user prefer 
ence data from users’ activities, constantly Supplementing the 
users’ preference data with newly obtained information. The 
types of data and how they are obtained are explained in 
further detail below. 

0103 Based on the users’ demographic, behavioral, and 
preference information, the narrowcasting engine 250 creates 
synthetic behavioral profiles (i.e., “personas') and stores/ 
updates the profiles in the rules/personas data store 240c. 
Using the personas and rules associated thereto, the narrow 
casting engine 250 selects the most appropriate offers from 
the offer database 260 for each of the users (290a, 290b) and 
presents the dynamically generated communications to the 
users (290a, 290b) through the network program portal 
(280a, 280b). Personas are explained in more detail below. 

Narrowcasting Engine 
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0104. The narrowcasting engine 250 tracks users’ activi 
ties on the system and dynamically updates user preference, 
behavioral, and demographic data into the appropriate data 
stores 240a, 240b, and 240d, respectively, based on the users 
activities. Some of the activities facilitated and tracked by the 
narrowcasting engine 250 include user selections and view 
ing activities on the network program portal (280a, 280b). If 
the user takes advantage of the offers presented in the nar 
rowcasted communication, the narrowcasting engine 250 
tracks the users transaction regarding the accepted offer 
through the transaction module 270. 
0105 Transaction Module 
0106. The transaction module 270 tracks the transaction 
between the merchant related to the accepted offer and the 
user to report the users’ activities. The transaction module 270 
also calculates the payments due to or from the networks, 
merchants, and to the narrowcasting system. The transaction 
module 270 is described in more detail below with regard to 
the registered card implementation. 
0107 Member Segmentation 
0108. The member segmentation module 220 processes 
information regarding the members to initially set up mem 
bership registration including assignment of member identi 
fication (“member ID'), membership validations, offer Sup 
pression/designation, etc. Upon log in, the registered 
members are then directed to the program enrollment module 
230. The program enrollment module 230 creates and/or 
updates profile information of the user, such as designation of 
preferences as well as information missing from the network 
member database 210. The member segmentation module 
220 and program enrollment module 230 are explained in 
further detail below. 
0109 As explained above, an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention is a system and method of narrowcasting 
various offers and incentives to members of affinity groupS/ 
networks. For instance, one example is an employer spon 
sored portal accessible by an employee to access company 
benefits hosted by the narrowcasting system 38. Such 
employer-based portals may be set up, in part, to allow 
employees to obtain perks and benefits, such as negotiated 
discounts from affiliated merchants 260b, for example. 
Another example is a financial network, such as credit card 
companies, who set up portals accessible by card members to 
obtain loyalty rewards and perks. 
0110. To host such benefits programs, a network registers 
with the narrowcasting system 38 and provides information 
about their members. As explained above, member informa 
tion is stored in the network member database 210. The mem 
ber segmentation module 220 sets up member user access 
accounts by, for example, validating the member users, 
assigning member user IDs, and offer Suppression/designa 
tion/integration rules. The offer Suppression/designation/in 
tegration rules are a set of rules set by the user networks to 
Suppress offers from specified merchants and/or service pro 
viders, to designate specified merchants and/or service pro 
viders to provide offers, and integrate various offers together 
for narrowcasting. An example of offer Suppression is a spon 
Soring network (e.g., a product company) may not want their 
members to receive offers from their competitors. An 
example of offer designation is a sponsoring network (e.g., a 
credit card company) may want their members to specifically 
take advantage of offers from affiliated merchants. 
0111. More specifically, as shown in FIG. 3, the member 
segmentation module 220 obtains members information 
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from the network member database 210. Member data gen 
erally includes demographic data and preference data pro 
vided to the user network. For instance, if the user network is 
an employer-sponsored website for its employees, the 
employer already has Substantial information about the 
employee, such as name, address, and position data. If the 
user network is a credit card company, the credit card com 
pany has the card member's information, such as name, 
address, income, and credit history including debt informa 
tion. Moreover, credit card companies may also have past 
purchase history information collected from their members 
interaction with specific merchants and special interest areas, 
Such as interest in electronics, music, sports, etc. The level of 
detail of the members information depends on the nature of 
the user network. 
0112 The member segmentation module 220 processes 
the member users’ databased on the demographic and pref 
erence data using eligibility rules and existing marketing 
models to create a market segmented member database 320. 
In particular, for descriptive purposes only, each horizontal 
row of the segmented member database 320 represents mem 
bers associated with a particular market segment based on 
their demographic and preference information. As explained 
further below, this segmentation is dynamically adjusted as 
the users’ preference information changes over a period of 
time. The initial segmentation is made based on rules and 
models applied to the information provided by the networks. 
0113 Member Enrollment 
0114. To create more accurate segments of members, the 
members are directed to access program enrollment module 
230 through an enrollment website, for example, to create, 
update, and/or supplement the members information 
obtained from the user network. Additional and/or missing 
demographic and preference data may be collected through 
the program enrollment module 230 to supplement the data 
from the member user database 210. The gathered preference 
and demographic data are stored in the user preference data 
store 24.0a and the user demographic data store 240d, respec 
tively. 
0115 Pilot Groups 
0116. Once the segmented member database 320 is popu 
lated, a pilot group 330 of the segmented member database 
320 is generated. The pilot group 330 is a sampling of mem 
bers across all the market segments (denoted in the vertical 
dotted line) to obtain a workable subset that accurately rep 
resents the entire collection of members. This pilot group 330 
is processed to create initial rules and member cells to be 
tested and verified as accurate representation of the members 
personas, the process of which is explained further below. 
Once the sampled set of members in the pilot group 330 has 
been validated, the determined rules and personas are applied 
to the entire body of members. 
0117. As shown in FIG. 4, a sample subset 400 of the pilot 
group 330 is used to create member segmentation cells 410. 
Member segmentation cells 410 are generally categorized 
into three types of cells: (1) custom cells 420, (2) advanced 
cells 430, and (3) basic cells 440. Custom cells 420 refer to 
member segmentation categories with rules customized in 
accordance with the directions from the affinity group or 
network for select members. For example, a credit card com 
pany may want to categorize certain segments of its members 
as “luxury travel members. As another example, an 
employer may want to categorize certain segments of its 
employees as “officers.” 
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0118 Advanced cells 430 are directed to member segmen 
tation categories and associated rules generated by the nar 
rowcasting system 38. Advanced cells 430 are created based 
on demographic, preference, and behavioral data collected 
about the members. For example, a certain combination of 
demographic, preference, and behavioral data Suggests that a 
particular segment of member users are “workaholics” while 
another segment of member users are preparing for a “wed 
ding.” 
0119 Basic cells 440 refer to member segmentation cat 
egories generated from basic demographic information. For 
example, one basic cell may be designated as "males' in the 
“national region while another basic cell may be designated 
as “females' in the state of “New York.” Specific segmenta 
tion cells are generally created based on the needs of the 
network and the benefit services it wants to provide for its 
members. However, segmentation cells may be created as 
marketing testing beds for merchants requesting to move 
certain types of items, for example. This process will be 
explained in further detail below. 
0120. Once the member segmentation cells and associated 
rules have been determined, the members in the sampled 
subset 400 of pilot group 330 in the segmented member 
database 320 are assigned to appropriate member segmenta 
tion cells. A member user may be associated exclusively to a 
particular cell or end up being associated to multiple cells 
based on the segmentation rules. The member segmentation 
cells and rules associated thereto are stored in rules/personas 
data store 240c (FIG. 2). 
0121 Offer Segmentation 
0122) The member segmentation cells 420, 430, and 440 
have associated rules that decide which offers in the offer 
database 260 will be associated with which segmentation cell. 
As explained above with respect to FIG. 2, the offer database 
260 is populated with various types of offers from hosted 
merchants 260a and network-affiliated merchants 260b. As 
explained above, network-affiliated merchants 260b may be 
groups of merchants that provide unique offers to members of 
particular networks due to their affiliation to the particular 
network. For instance, a particular employer may have a 
negotiated discount with a specific clothing store for its 
employees to encourage loyalty to that particular clothing 
store. As another example, a particular credit card company 
may have negotiated incentives with a particular merchant if 
the member user uses the particular credit card to transact 
with the merchant. Other merchants who wish to use the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention to provide 
various offers to the member users are generally classified as 
hosted merchants 260a with no particular affiliation to the 
user networks. 

(0123. The offers in the offer database 260 undergo offer 
segmentation based on rules stored in the rules/persona data 
store 240c. As shown in FIG. 5A, various rules may be 
applied to segment the offers in the offer database 260. For 
example, the offer segmentation rules may include Suppres 
sion rules 510, designation rules 520, and offer mix integra 
tion rules 530. In particular, the networks may have reasons to 
exclude certain offers from being made available to their 
members. Some examples of suppression rules 510 may 
include Suppressing certain offers from being assigned to 
specified segmentation cells by categories (e.g., offers related 
to “flowers”), by merchant (e.g., competitors), by offers (e.g., 
“instant rebates.” “free shipping), and other suppression cri 
teria requested by the user networks. Conversely, networks 
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may have reasons to specifically designate certain offers to be 
made available to their members. Some examples of desig 
nation rules 520 may include offers based on strategic rela 
tionships, business partnerships, and other designation crite 
ria requested by the affinity groups/networks. The offer mix 
integration rules 530 determine which offers are to be mixed 
together to form an offer mix. For example, offer mix inte 
gration rules 530 may designate certain hosted offers, net 
work exclusive offers, and jointly sourced offers into an inte 
grated mix of offers. The offer mix resulting from the offer 
mix integration rules 530 are segmented and designated to 
specific cells in the offer segmentation module 540. 
0.124 More specifically, the narrowcasting engine 250 
(FIG. 2) matches various offer mixes resulting from the offer 
mix integration 530 with the member segmentation cells 420, 
430, and 440 based on the rules assigned to each cell stored in 
the rules/persona data store 240c (FIG. 2). FIG. 5B shows 
exemplary offer segmentations matched with Some of the 
exemplary member segmentation cells. 
0.125 
0.126 To draw interest and make an impression of rel 
evance to the members who wish to enroll and eventually use 
the programs created by the narrowcasting system of the 
present invention, the narrowcasting system 38 provides 
branded site customization for each member based on their 
affiliated network and assigned segmentation cells. The nar 
rowcasting system 38 applies branding strategies based on a 
two-phase approach. For example, as shown in FIG. 6A, 
Phase 1 block 610 compiles results from primary research to 
leverage members of the segment and/or segment experts to 
obtain informed branding. Research is conducted by posing 
various preference questions to member users associated with 
the member segment for which the branding strategy is being 
built. Some examples of primary research resources include 
feedback from segment members, information from industry 
experts, and opinions from focus groups. 
I0127. In Phase 2 block 620, results from secondary 
research are compiled to augment and validate primary 
research results. Some examples of secondary research 
resources include data/analytics, market research, industry 
periodicals, and inspiration screens from other websites. The 
results of Phase I and Phase 2 are combined to obtain a 
branding strategy 630. FIG. 6A shows an example of the 
branding approach using the “Weddings' member segment. 
As shown in FIG. 6B, the obtained branding strategy for a 
member segment (e.g., “Weddings’) is associated with a seg 
ment cell. Thereafter, the obtained branding strategy is 
applied and provided to members who are associated with the 
segment cell. 

Branding 

I0128. CABR (Credibility, Affinity, Benefit, and Redemp 
tion) 
I0129. Once members and offers have been segmented, the 
narrowcasting system 38 tests the segmentations using the 
active learning approach. The active learning approach 
according to the present invention includes a two phased 
approach. As shown in FIG. 7, the first phase (Phase I) 
includes testing a sampling of members and learning their 
response to the offer segmented miX developed for the seg 
ments associated to the tested members. The responses are 
analyzed and results are “learned for refinement. The results 
of Phase I are applied to Phase II which includes launch of the 
programs and initiatives developed by the narrowcasting sys 
tem using real-time optimization and feedback loop. 
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0130 FIG. 8 shows Phase I of the active learning process 
according to the present invention. In the test planning stages 
of Phase I, test member segmentation, offer segmentation, 
and CABR messages are developed for each segment of the 
test members. "CABR' stands for credibility, affinity, benefit, 
and redemption. “Credibility” messages focus on the net 
works’ value-proposition, business model, and/or third party 
validation (e.g., review articles from reputable entities). 
“Affinity’ messages focus on the relationship between the 
members and their networks. “Benefit’ messages focus on 
value-added offers. “Redemption' messages focus on how to 
redeem the offers emphasizing on ease, time-savings, and 
convenience. The following are examples of CABR messages 
directed to the same benefit program: 
0131 Credibility—“You already enjoy the many benefits 
that only Network members have access to, now you have 
another the ability to save 10%–70% at your favorite brand 
name merchants every day through the Network's pro 
gram. 
0132 Affinity “Because you are a valued Network 
member, you’re eligible to enjoy savings of 10%–70% at your 
favorite brand name merchants every day, as well as gain 
access to private events and product launches through the 
Network's program.” 
0.133 Benefit “Visit the Network's program today and 
save 10%–70% at your favorite brand name merchants every 
day.” 
0134) Redemption “Save 10%–70% at your favorite 
brand name merchants every time you purchase—simply by 
making your purchases through the Network's program.” 
0135 CABR messages are messages that emphasize one 
of the four categories to determine what type of messages the 
users in each of the segmented cells respond to more readily. 
For instance, users in a particular segmented cell may respond 
to messages geared towards “credibility” and “redemption 
while users in a different segmented cell may respond better 
to messages geared towards “affinity” and “benefit.” 
0136. Once the test planning is complete, the developed 
CABR messages are sent to the test member segments with 
various offer mixes determined from the offer segmentation 
in the calibration stage. The purpose of the calibration stage is 
to gather response data from the test members receiving the 
CABR messages. Once the responses have been gathered and 
analyzed, a second CABR message is sent with different offer 
mixes in the validation stage. The purpose of the validation 
stage is to Verify the results of the analysis gathered during the 
calibration stage and to further refine the CABR messages 
based on the responses during the validation stage. FIG. 9 
shows in more detail examples of the calibration and valida 
tion CABR messaging. 
0.137 In the last stage, all of the data gathered through the 
calibration and validation stages are analyzed and Summa 
rized. The information learned during the testing stages is 
then incorporated into the launch of the messages to all of the 
members. Depending on the learning, launch methodology is 
tailored for each member segment. For instance, FIG. 10 
shows an example of launching email messages to the mem 
bers in segments A-J based on the learning. As shown, mes 
sages related to launch of messages for members of segment 
A may include a teaser, invitation 1, and invitation 2 in Suc 
cessive periods. For members of segment B, the teaser and 
invitation 1 messages are sent in Successive periods with a 
delayed invitation 2 message by one period. 
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0.138. In this way, the narrowcasting system 38 dynami 
cally gathers, analyzes, and adjusts the effectiveness of each 
narrowcasted message. As shown in FIG. 11, the narrowcast 
ing system of the present invention uses the active learning 
processina continuous feedback loop to build/launch, gather, 
analyze, and refine each narrowcasted message such that the 
next message is more accurate and effective in eliciting 
responses from the users. 
I0139 “Active Data Gathering” (ADG) and “Active Learn 
ing' (AL) 
0140 Having described some of the components of the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention, the narrow 
casting communications in accordance with the present 
invention is implemented using a two-prong approach to tar 
get the right product to the right person at the right time: (1) 
active data gathering, and (2) active learning model. To this 
end, using artificial intelligence, for example, the narrowcast 
ing engine 250 (FIG. 2) includes an active data gathering 
ADG and active learning AL that performs the active data 
gathering process and the active learning process to obtain 
future buying data of each member. As shown in FIG. 2, the 
active data gathering includes three aspects: (1) data quality 
251, (2) trust 252, and (3) data availability 253. The data 
quality 251 is directed to the effectiveness of particular data 
elements in regard to predicting future buying behavior (i.e., 
“forward looking data). For example, reminder data has the 
highest data quality, while behavioral click data is of a lower 
quality. 
0141. The trust 252 is directed to the quantity of prefer 
ence data per user and works to increase the amount gathered 
per user. As used herein, “preference' data refers to data that 
is communicated by the user to indicate future buying pref 
erences. The most trusted communications are those that have 
been specifically requested by the user. Therefore, preference 
data are the highest quality data to determine the most rel 
evant offers for the user. For example, reminder data is used to 
send emails to members, alerting them to the offer that they 
asked to be alerted about. Untargeted marketing emails 
diminish trust, in that the user may stop believing that giving 
preference information will result in a more relevant and 
customized experience. For this reason, preference data is 
preferably gathered continually so as to maintain trust. One 
process used to gather preference data is called “intelligent 
questioning.” Intelligent questioning, described in further 
detail below, uses algorithms from the active learning AL to 
infer a user's preferences and gives the user an opportunity to 
confirm those inferences. For example, the active learning AL 
may infer that a particular user is likely to be interested in 
purchasing at a particular merchant. The narrowcasting 
engine 250 will confirm this inferred preference by dynami 
cally presenting the user with a preference question (e.g., a 
reminder) about that merchant and detecting the user's reac 
tion. 

0142. The data availability 253 is directed to evaluation of 
raw data and ensures that the data is normalized for marketing 
purposes. For example, reminder data is binary (i.e., the user 
accepts or rejects the offered reminder) and therefore can be 
easily used, while Suggestion and search data (e.g., names of 
products, merchants, etc.) must be normalized before use. 
0143. The active learning AL includes three aspects: (1) 
targeting management 254, (2) fatigue management 255, and 
(3) content optimization 256. The targeting management 254 
is directed to control and tracking of response rates to various 
algorithms for inferring a user's interest in a particular mer 
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chant. Important factors in generating high response may 
include recency of data and customer type. Recency is a rating 
of how “old” the data is. The more recently the data is col 
lected, the higher quality the data is and the stronger the 
response rate. Customer type is a classification of the shop 
ping patterns of a user. For example, “type A customers may 
be defined as people who are infrequent shoppers but spend a 
large amount when they do shop. “Type B customers may be 
defined as people who shop frequently but spend less during 
each purchase. Based on the customer type, a user will be 
marketed to accordingly. Additional factors may be incorpo 
rated into the targeting management 254. Such as behavioral 
and demographic data. The fatigue management 255 is 
directed to monitoring of response rates of individual users 
and alters the frequency of communication to that user. The 
content optimization 256 is directed to testing and monitoring 
of response rates of users to messages with different CABR 
positionings described above. These aspects of the active 
learning module AL combine to optimize response rates. 
0144. For example, a typical “type A customer may bean 
investment banker and a typical “type B customer may be a 
bank teller. The investment banker (type A) is extremely busy 
and has little time available to read marketing messages. 
Accordingly, the fatigue management 255 is used to limit the 
quantity of emails to this user to only the most relevant offer 
ings resulting in infrequent, but highly responded to emails. 
The bank teller (type B), by contrast, will receive more fre 
quent and consistent emails, as they tend to enjoy reading the 
messages and enjoy a variety of offers. The content optimi 
zation 256 is used to determine that the “Credibility” and 
“Redemption' messages (from the CABR framework 
described above) are most effective for “type A” as these 
customers desire assurance of quality and a fast redemption 
while “Benefit’ messages are most effective for “type Bas 
these customers are frequent shoppers with the knowledge 
and time to price-compare. In this manner, the active learning 
AL “learns to optimize response rates for individual users. 
0145 Communication Management 
0146 The communication management CM is directed to 
managing the schedule of the narrowcasted communications, 
Such as email and website communications sent to the users. 
The communication management CM is used to interface 
with the active learning AL to match users and offers, for 
example, and is used to interface with the active data gather 
ing ADG to determine what additional preference data should 
be gathered from a particular user, for example. 
0147 FIG. 12 illustrates the data gathered during the 
active data gathering process according to the present inven 
tion. As shown in FIG. 12, the active data gathering process of 
the present invention includes obtaining data about each 
member provided by the networks and the merchants 
obtained directly from the members. These explicit data 
include information Such as names, physical addresses, email 
addresses, gender, age, and specified preference information 
that is obtained during registration and completed transac 
tions. The active data gathering process also includes obtain 
ing data inferred from members’ activities on the narrowcast 
ing system of the present invention. For instance, gender and 
location information may be inferred based on activities and 
choices made by the members while accessing their portals. 
For example, if the user searches for items and offers gener 
ally attributable for males (e.g., men's clothes, men's shoes, 
power tools, electronic gadgets, etc.), the narrowcasting 
engine 250 may infer that the user is a male. If the user 
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searches or selects items and offers from walk-in stores in a 
particular region, the narrowcasting engine 250 may infer that 
the user lives in that particular region. In this example, it is 
possible that the user is a female in one region who is looking 
for a gift item for a male who lives near the stores of interest. 
Accordingly, the active data gathering process according to 
the present invention is performed on a continual basis, con 
stantly updating the users’ activities to modify the explicit and 
inferred data to obtain an accurate profile. As more informa 
tion about the user is gathered, the information presented to 
the user, including preference questions and offers, is refined 
to be more relevant to the user. As the information presented 
to the user becomes more relevant, the user is induced to 
provide more information about the user as the user will 
spend more time viewing and selecting the information pre 
sented, thus triggering even more preference data gathering 
about the user. Therefore, this feedback loop continues to 
allow a significant amount of preference data gathering of the 
USC. 

0148 FIG. 13 illustrates the active learning model accord 
ing to the present invention. The narrowcasting system of the 
present invention takes the traditional marketing approach 
used by networks, which traditionally identifies “who’ the 
buyers are, and approaches used by the merchants, which 
traditionally identifies “what the consumers buy, and opti 
mizes the effectiveness of a marketing campaign by identify 
ing “why’ a buyer purchases a particular product. 
0149. In particular, as shown in FIG. 13, networks typi 
cally collect demographic data and cluster like-minded indi 
viduals based on their demographic data (i.e., "demographic 
clusters'). Accordingly, the networks use demographic-based 
algorithms to target information to the users. On the other 
hand, merchants typically collect transactional data and clus 
ter like-minded individuals based on their transaction data 
(i.e., “transaction clusters'). Accordingly, the merchants use 
transaction-based algorithms for their targeted marketing ini 
tiatives. In contrast, the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention combines the demographic clusters from the net 
works with their marketing response (i.e., “marketing 
response clusters') to increase the response from marketing 
initiatives from the right customer. Additionally, the narrow 
casting system of the present invention combines the trans 
action clusters from the merchants with the marketing 
response clusters to target the right product for profitability. 
0150 Moreover, the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention leverages the demographic clusters and the trans 
action clusters with the marketing response clusters to create 
"personas' that target the right product to the right customer 
at the right time. The active learning module AL leverages 
known user data (i.e., preference, behavioral and demo 
graphic data) to infer a particular user's future buying prefer 
ences. For example, based on personas and other segmenta 
tions, it is inferred that a certain user, such as a member of the 
persona or segment, will have interest in a particular mer 
chant. To confirm this interest, the active data gathering mod 
ule ADG may dynamically present the user with a preference 
question (e.g., a reminder) or with an offer (e.g., a prominent 
link on the website portal or email) and monitor if the user 
responds. In this manner, the system uses behavioral data to 
infer a user's future buying preferences and uses the website 
to confirm that interest, generate more preference data, and 
refine the algorithm. 
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0151 Communications 
0152. As shown in FIG.2, based on the results of the active 
data gathering module ADG and active learning module AL, 
the narrowcasting engine 250 controls two types of commu 
nication: direct and indirect communications. Direct commu 
nications refer to narrowcasted communications, such as 
emails, based on preference data (i.e., “forward looking 
data). All communications sent by the narrowcasting engine 
250 are targeted, but direct communications, such as emails, 
leverage the highest quality data—i.e., preference data— 
which is most predictive of future purchasing behavior. These 
messages build trust, as they are “customer service' driven 
(i.e., responding to a users request) and help to generate more 
preference data. Indirect communications are communica 
tions, such as newsletters and website personalization (i.e., 
website placements) that are based on behavioral data (i.e., 
“looking back data). Indirect communications may be used 
to drive users to the portal website and capture additional 
preference data. 
0153. Preference Building 
0154 The narrowcasting system of the present invention 
collects and builds preference profiles of a user in a continu 
ous, dynamic process. The narrowcasting system of the 
present invention employs several mechanisms for collecting 
and building user preference profiles. As already described 
above, the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
initially obtains highly specific and relevant information from 
the networks who register with the narrowcasting system of 
the present invention to host benefit programs for their mem 
bers (i.e., network member database 210). As briefly 
described with reference to FIG. 2-4 above, building the 
initial preference profile of the member user according to the 
present invention begins with member user's data that is 
already comprehensive and reliable. 
0155 As a preface to describing the preference building 
aspect of the present invention, it is important to note that 
because users of the present invention are members of the 
registered networks, the users’ demographic data are more 
detailed and reliable than those collected by prior art systems. 
Some examples of networks include employers, financial 
institutions, such as banks, lenders, and credit card compa 
nies, and other trusted groups, such as trade groups (e.g., 
American Automotive Associations) and institutional organi 
Zations (e.g., American Bar Association). Because the nar 
rowcasting system of the present invention provides network 
members access to offers from hosted/affiliated merchants 
and service providers, the network provides member infor 
mation to the narrowcasting system of the present invention to 
provide benefit services for their member. Accordingly, the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention begins with 
data that prior art systems strive to obtain. 
0156. As described above, member information provided 
by the networks is analyzed and segmented and stored in the 
user preference data store 24.0a and the user demographic 
data store 240d along with member segmentation rules stored 
in rules/personas data store 240c. The narrowcasting engine 
250 uses the data in the user preference data store 240a, the 
user demographic data store 240d, and the rules/personas data 
store 240c to create initial member segmentation cells and 
offer segmentations. Therefore, even if a user who enrolls 
with the narrowcasting system of the present invention with 
out providing any further information, the user receives 
highly relevant offers to the user from the moment the user 
activates his or her account. 
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0157. In addition to the information provided by the net 
works, the narrowcasting system uses the registration/activa 
tion process to obtain even more relevant information about 
the users. As described in detail below, the narrowcasting 
engine 250 uses the initial data about the user stored in the 
user preference data store 24.0a and the user demographic 
data store 240d to generate questions to refine? supplement 
information about each user who enrolls with the narrowcast 
ing system. This “intelligent questioning process allows the 
narrowcasting engine 250 to validate, modify, and/or refine 
the member's data. The information collected during the reg 
istration/activation process is added to the user preference 
data store 24.0a and the user demographic data store 240d, and 
member segmentation cells and associated rules stored in the 
rules/personas data store 240c are refined. Thus, while prior 
art systems begin the collection of user information during the 
registration process, the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention uses the registration process to Verify and/or 
Supplement the information already stored in the user prefer 
ence data store 24.0a and the user demographic data store 
240d. 

0158. In particular, FIG. 14 shows a more step by step 
view of the registration/activation process. As shown in FIG. 
14, a user (already associated with a member segment cell) 
accesses the network program portal 280a, 280b (FIG. 2) to 
register and activate the benefits program. If the user is 
responding to an invitation message, the portal may be 
accessed via a link embedded in the invitation. If the user is 
already enrolled, the network program portal (280a, 280b) 
may be accessed manually by typing in the assigned address 
to the portal or via pre-established links on the users’ com 
puter, such as through an Intranet site. When the user logs in 
for the first time, the user is guided through an initial prefer 
ence building process. In reality, as described above, the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention already has 
preference data initially provided by the networks stored in 
the userpreference data store 24.0a and the user demographic 
data store 240d. However, to the user, the process of identi 
fying preferences at this stage is a first time for the user. 
Therefore, while the preference selection process during acti 
Vation may be perceived as an initial preference setup to the 
user, in reality, the preference building process during regis 
tration for the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
is a process to refine the preference profile for the particular 
USC. 

0159. To engage the member user to assist in refining the 
preference building process, the narrowcasting engine 250 
begins the intelligent questioning process by presenting the 
user with various questions through the portal 280a, 280b. 
The questions are dynamically generated to be cell-specific to 
the user, the cells being assigned during the member segmen 
tation process as shown in FIG. 4. The types of questions may 
be dichotomous questions (e.g., “yes” or 'no'), multiple 
choice questions (e.g., selection from a set of answers), rank 
order questions (e.g., rank a list of answers based on level of 
interest), or multiple choice/battery matrix questions. Other 
types and methods of presenting the questions may be used 
without departing from the scope of the present invention. For 
instance, instead of directly asking questions, the questions 
may be offered as an interactive interface, Such as a game, to 
input the member user's preference selections. Because the 
narrowcasting engine 250 has access to the initial preference 
data for the user as stored in the user preference data store 
24.0a and the initial demographic data stored in the user 
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demographic data store 240d, the questions presented are 
preferably designed to be more specific to the user than broad 
questions generally employed by prior art systems, thereby 
presenting less but more pertinent questions about the user. 
0160 For instance, FIG. 15 illustrates examples of the 
type of customized questions generated for users based on 
their member segmentation profiles. As shown, members in 
the network member database 210 are segmented into the 
relevant markets presented by their initial preference infor 
mation. From the segmentation information, various seg 
mented cells 410 (custom cells 420, advanced cells 430, basic 
cells 440) are created and associated with each user. When a 
user logs in to register/access the benefit page through net 
work program portal (280a, 280b), the user is presented with 
dynamic questions related to the user's associated cell. As 
described below, these preference questions may be asked 
during registration/activation of the user's benefit site as well 
as during continual use of the site. All of the information 
provided during the registration process is then stored in the 
user preference data store 24.0a and the user demographic 
data store 240d. 

0161 FIG. 16 shows an example of a preference building 
page engaging the user in intelligent questioning. As shown in 
FIG. 16, various questions are presented to the user. These 
questions are dynamically created for the specific user based 
on the information already obtained from the user's network 
in setting up the account. In addition, this page also displays 
some of the offers available to the user “waiting inside.” 
Again, these presented offers are dynamically created for this 
particular user based on the information obtained from the 
network. As the user begins to answer the questions, the 
presented offers dynamically change based on the user's 
answers. For instance, as shown in FIG.16, if the user selects 
“buying a new home the offers shown on the left will change 
to include items related to homes (e.g., offers related to mort 
gages, furniture, etc.). Moreover, if the user moves the cursor 
over to one of the offers displayed, the offer pointed to by the 
cursor enlarges the offer to display specific information 
regarding the offer (e.g., jewelry, shown in FIG. 16). During 
this time, the narrowcasting engine 250 keeps track of all the 
activities being performed by the user. For example, the nar 
rowcasting engine 250 may keep track of which offers the 
user appears to be interested in by tracking the offers viewed 
and how long the offer is viewed (e.g., by measuring the time 
of the cursor hovering over a particular offer to view the 
details). The narrowcasting engine 250 may also keep track of 
the answers being selected/de-selected. All of the collected 
information is used to add, modify, or refine the information 
about the user already stored in the user's preference data 
store 240a, the user's behavioral data store 240b, and the 
user's demographic data store 240d. 
0162. Once the member user has been given the chance to 
designate his/her preferences, the member user is given 
access to the benefits site. The benefits site is dynamically 
generated by the narrowcasting engine 250 customized for 
the user based on the user's associated member segment cell 
generated from the preference data provided by the network. 
If the user has provided further information during the regis 
tration process, whether explicitly (e.g., answers to the ques 
tions) or implicitly (e.g., by hovering over an offer), the 
narrowcasting engine 250 dynamically adjusts the user's 
associated preferences based on the information provided and 
dynamically adjusts the offer mix to be presented to the user. 
In this way, the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
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instantly provides relevant offers from the first time the user 
accesses the benefit program hosted by the narrowcasting 
system. 
0163. Once the preference data provided by the networks 
and by the user during the registration/activation process is 
processed, the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
tracks users’ activities throughout the user's access to the 
narrowcasting system to further collect and analyze prefer 
ence information of each user. The three types of data col 
lected by the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
are demographic data, preference data, and behavioral data. 
For exemplary purposes only, the preference data is stored in 
the user preference data store 240a, the demographic data is 
stored in the user demographic data store 240d, and behav 
ioral data is stored in the user behavioral data store 240b. As 
already described, the information may be stored in separate 
databases or stored in different portions of the same database 
without departing from the scope of the invention. The demo 
graphic data includes, but is not limited to, home and work 
locations, gender, income level, job title, and marital status. 
The data may be obtained from employee data files. Prefer 
ence data includes, but is not limited to, current and future 
purchase decisions obtained from user Suggestions, requests, 
and selections. Behavioral data includes, but is not limited to, 
shopping habits and purchasing behavior over a period of 
time. 
0164. As described above, all of the contents presented to 
the user are dynamically generated and tracked in a real-time, 
continuous feedback loop. In general, the intelligent ques 
tioning during the active data gathering process includes 
reminders, searches, suggestions, and calendaring features. 
The reminder feature notifies users of up-coming offers or 
missed offers and asks whether the user would like to be 
reminded of the offer or similar offers in the future. For 
instance, if the user missed a 2-hour special sale or promotion, 
the user can request the system to notify the user if another or 
similar offer comes up in the future. If there is an offer a 
month away that the user does not want to miss, the user may 
request a reminder prior to the offer (e.g., days, hours, or 
minutes before the offer takes effect). To facilitate the notifi 
cation of offers, the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention displays offers (past, present, and future) on a cal 
endar Such that the user can view important offers at a glance. 
The reminder feature may be connected to the calendar fea 
ture to optimize the opportunity for the user to interact with 
the system. 
0.165. The search feature allows the user to search for 
specific offers available to the user. The user may search for 
offers specific to a product or category of products, merchant 
or type of merchant, time, and the like. The specific search 
parameters may be varied without departing from the scope of 
the present invention. All aspects of the search performed and 
the results viewed are stored as preference data. 
0166 The Suggestion feature allows a user to suggest spe 
cific merchants, products, and/or services not found in the 
search to be added to the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention. The Suggestions made by the user are also stored as 
preference data. The users’ activities related to all of these 
features are collected and analyzed to validate, update, 
modify, and/or refine the users’ preference and behavioral 
data. 
(0167 Data Collection 
(0168 FIGS. 17A-17G illustrates an example of how these 
different types of data are collected. FIGS. 17A and 17B show 
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activities of a user who is responding to an invitation to 
register and activate the benefit program hosted by the nar 
rowcasting system of the present invention for the user's 
network. At the time the user is taken to the registration page 
through the network program portal (280a, 280b), the user's 
demographic information is already in the user demographic 
data store 240d as provided by the network. As described 
above, the registration process may be used to add or update 
any of the demographic information. FIG. 17B shows that 
once the user logs onto the portal, the user is invited to select 
his or her preference of interest as well as administrative 
items (e.g., communications channel). The preference infor 
mation provided by the user is then stored in the user prefer 
ence data store 24.0a as preference data. 
(0169 FIGS. 17C and 17D show a user beginning to use the 
benefit program. For instance, the user may start searching for 
particular items and offers from a particular merchant stored 
in the offer database 260. The search terms used in the search 
are tracked and stored as preference data as shown in FIG. 
17C. In addition, any selections made by the user as showing 
interest in particular offers from particular merchants are also 
Stored as shown in FIG. 17D. FIG. 17D also illustrates the 
calendar and reminder features discussed above. 

(0170 FIGS. 17E-17G show collection of user's behav 
ioral data during activity on the benefit site. For instance, FIG. 
17E shows that the user selected a particular offer (e.g., shoes) 
from a particular merchant (e.g., shoe store) to view further 
information about the offer (e.g., Interest Level 1). This infor 
mation is stored in the user behavioral data store 240b. FIG. 
17F shows that the user, upon viewing a detailed description 
of the offer, adds the item in the offer to the shopping cart, for 
example (e.g., Interest Level 2). This information, again, is 
stored in the user behavioral data store 240b. FIG. 17G shows 
the data stored in the user behavioral data store 240b after the 
user has viewed, selected, and clicked to a particular item for 
purchase (e.g., Interest Level 3) from a particular merchant 
(e.g., an engagement ring from a jewelry store). This infor 
mation may include the actual purchase of the item. As 
described, the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
not only collects demographic and preference data about a 
user before and during activities on the benefit site, but the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention also collects 
behavioral data to build an accurate profile of each user to be 
used by the narrowcasting engine 250 to present relevant 
offers to the users at relevant times. 
0171 In addition to collecting and building demographic, 
preference, and behavioral data, the narrowcasting engine 
250 analyzes the information to determine correlations and 
most pertinent variables. As an example, as shown in FIG. 18. 
the narrowcasting engine 250 is able to analyze the behavior 
of males and females in a particular demographic profile. 
According to the analysis, the most highly-correlated items 
for high-end flower purchasers are flat-screen televisions and 
luxury suits, while location of the correlated purchasers does 
not appear to be significant. Such highly-correlated informa 
tion generated by the narrowcasting engine 250 is used to 
create rules for the segmented cells 410 as well as analysis 
reports, explained in detail below. Throughout the data gath 
ering process, the narrowcasting engine 250 collects not only 
the explicit data provided by the networks, users, and mer 
chants, but collects inferred data as well to supplement the 
explicit data to more accurately predict the users’ preferences. 
As briefly mentioned above, inferred data refers to informa 
tion about the user that is inferred from the explicit data 
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gathered. For example, if a user does not furnish where the 
user lives, the explicit data gathered about the user, such as 
repeated transactions at a particular store, is used to infer that 
the user lives near the store. Moreover, the preference data 
gathered by the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
represents future buying data rather than past purchase histo 
ries and behaviors characterized by the prior art systems. 
0172 Personas and Life Events 
0173 The demographic data, preference data, and behav 
ioral data collected for each user in accordance with the 
present invention allows for narrowcasting engine 250 to 
present highly relevant information to the users at relevant 
times. As described above, the narrowcasting engine 250 
provides relevant information by segmenting the members 
and offers into associated segment cells 410 and delivering 
the offer mix 530 to the users associated with the specific 
segmented cells 420, 430, and 440. As described above, mem 
bers of custom cells 420 are segmented in accordance with 
specified parameters from the network. That is to say, custom 
cells 420 and the rules associated thereto are customized in 
accordance with the networks requests. Members of basic 
cells 440 are segmented in accordance with basic demo 
graphic data (e.g., gender and location, Such as males living in 
New York). Basic cells 440 are used as “targeted broadcast 
communications by the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention. For example, basic cells 440 may be defined by 
rules used to send communications to users across networks 
or to large segments for newly provided programs and Ser 
vices. The targeted users can be narrowed or broadened based 
on the demographic data selected as the communications 
criteria for the segmented members for the cell. Members of 
the advanced cell 430 are segmented based on “personas' 
and/or “life events.” as further explained below. 
0.174. A “persona’ is a synthetic personality and rules 
associated thereto based on specific demographic, prefer 
ence, and behavioral data, all within the context of time. More 
specifically, an individual's behavior and preferences, espe 
cially related to purchasing habits, are related to a specific 
time period in the individual’s life. For example, an individual 
who is single and at the beginning stages of his or her career 
will exhibit a particular purchasing behavior that is different 
from the behavior of an individual who is established in his or 
her career and is newly married. An individual who has 
recently had a baby will display still yet a different purchasing 
behavior than the other two individuals. The “personas' gen 
erated by the narrowcasting engine 250 are based on the 
premise that an individual will be in a particular life style for 
a finite amount of time. By detecting particular trigger events 
(based on preference and/or behavioral data—e.g., purchase 
of an engagement ring, purchasing a home, purchasing a 
minivan, etc.) and observing the following purchase prefer 
ences and behaviors, a more accurate profile, and eventually 
future purchasing data, can be obtained. 
0.175. Accordingly, a persona in accordance with the nar 
rowcasting system of the present invention is characterized by 
a defined event, a trigger of the event, duration of the event, 
and the user's location in the timeline of events. In particular, 
the personas generated by the narrowcasting engine 250 
relate to the “directional' (i.e., future trend of purchases) of 
the user in his or her purchasing behavior rather than the “data 
point’ (i.e., item of purchase) of the user's purchases. 
0176). As an example, a “workaholic' persona is defined 
by rules that look for users who work in a particular industry, 
have a high level of education, and have an income above a 
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particular threshold. “Workaholics' tend to purchase expen 
sive items such as high end electronics and jewelry and tend 
to travel frequently. FIG. 19 shows a fictitious user who is 
segmented into a “workaholic cell. Accordingly, rules devel 
oped for the “workaholic cell are used to create offer seg 
mentation for the workaholics, and those who are segmented 
into the workaholics cell are presented with the appropriate 
offers relevant to this persona. The narrowcasting engine 250 
segments the offers based on the workaholic persona and 
delivers the most appropriate offers to those in this cell, such 
as offers related to flat screen televisions and diamond jew 
elry, as shown in FIG. 19. 
0177 Similarly, “life events’ are cells segmented based on 
demographic, preference, and behavioral data that indicate a 
particular stage of life that the user is in. For example, a 
“wedding life event is defined by rules that look for users 
who are single or divorced, who recently researched and/or 
purchased engagement rings, or viewed offers from wedding 
dress vendors. These patterns indicate that the user may be 
planning for a wedding that may occur in a short period of 
time. Another example may be a “baby' life event that is 
defined by rules that look for users who are married (or users 
who fit the “weddings' profile) who recently researched and/ 
or purchased baby necessities. These patterns indicate that the 
user may be expecting a baby in a short time. Accordingly, the 
offers segmented by the narrowcasting engine 250 according 
to the life events may include travel offers for their honey 
moon or offers for family-friendly vehicles, such as minivans. 
Therefore, the narrowcasted communications according to 
the present invention proactively communicate offers that are 
relevant and timely. Prior art systems, by contrast, are reac 
tive, and thus present offers that are irrelevant and or too late 
to be of use to a user. 

0178. In each case as described above, a defined event 
(e.g., new job, wedding) is detected based on a trigger of the 
event (e.g., business apparel, engagement ring). Using data 
gathered from other individuals, a duration of these events 
can be approximated (e.g., 1-5 years for the workaholic, 6-12 
months for the wedding). The individual's position within 
this time frame can be determined based on the preference 
and behavior data (e.g., luxury car may indicate the latter 
stages of the workaholic while purchase of a wedding gown 
may indicate the wedding date is near). By using these estab 
lished personas, future purchasing data can be determined 
and appropriate offers (e.g., vacation or honeymoon pack 
ages) may be presented to the appropriate individuals at the 
most relevant times in their life stage. 
0179 Reports 
0180. The narrowcasting engine 250 dynamically tracks, 
collects, and updates all data that is communicated between 
the users and the merchants. In addition, the narrowcasting 
engine 250 analyzes the responses from the user to provide 
various services to the networks and/or merchants hosted by 
the narrowcasting system of the present invention. From the 
networks perspective, the offers provided by the affiliated 
merchants 260b are generally based on contractual terms that 
provide financial incentives for both parties. Therefore, 
results of the users activities and any transactions that results 
need to be accounted for. Moreover, if the network is a finan 
cial institution, such as a credit card company, analysis of user 
responses and activities may be used to pursue the networks 
own marketing campaign to draw more members. 
0181. From the merchants’ perspective, affiliated mer 
chants 290 are interested in the users’ activities/transactions 
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as well as the other side of the contractual obligations with the 
networks hosted by the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention. Moreover, whether the merchant is an affiliated 
merchant 260b or just a hosted merchant 260a, the merchants 
260a, 260b may be on a contractual relationship with the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention for the offers 
made to the users. Additionally, analysis of user activities and 
responses may provide valuable marketing information that 
may be important in developing the merchants own market 
ing campaigns. 
0182. The narrowcasting engine 250 provides, but is not 
limited to, the following levels of analysis and corresponding 
reports to the networks and/or merchants: (1) Basic, (2) Ana 
lyzer, (3) Forecaster, (4) Scenario Builder, (5) Advisor, (6) 
Custom. 
0183 Basic The Basic level analysis provides quarterly 
reports of the users’ activities on the system. The Basic report 
is useful in reporting of network members’ activities as well 
as marketing campaigns, such as sales reports, leads, and 
campaign Summaries. 
0.184 Analyzer The Analyzer level analysis provides 
weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly reports that provide, in 
addition to the Basic report, usage by segments and leads/ 
sales by merchant. The Analyzer report provides historical 
trends. (FIG. 20) 
0185. Forecaster The Forecaster level analysis provides 
weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly reports that provide, in 
addition to the Basic report, forecasts by segments, forecast 
leads, forecast sales, and forecast response. The Forecaster 
report also provides historical trends. (FIG. 21) 
0186 Scenario Builder The Scenario Builder level 
analysis provides weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly 
reports that provide, in addition to the Basic report, “what-if 
scenarios, profitability analysis, demand curves, conversions, 
and buy rates. (FIG. 22) 
0187 Advisor The Advisor level analysis provides 
weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly reports that provide, in 
addition to the Basic report, executive level usage and activity 
recommendations, diagnostics, persona development, and 
user mappings. 
0188 Custom The Custom level analysis provides 
reports according to frequency and level of detail specified by 
the network/merchant. 

(0189 Purchase Funnel 
(0190. As shown in FIG. 23, the “purchase funnel” refers to 
the process of optimizing the narrowcasted communication. 
The narrowcasting system, according to the present inven 
tion, tracks the marketing-to-purchase process from end-to 
end (i.e., “closed-loop'). In other words, the narrowcasting 
system of the present invention tracks users' responses from 
the delivery of the communication via the network (e.g., HR 
communication), site communication (e.g., web portal place 
ments) and narrowcasting, all the way through to the trans 
action (“TRN). Accordingly, the narrowcasting system 
according to the present invention can analyze and break 
down all the data obtained from the user from the beginning 
of the marketing initiative to the resulting purchase into 
granular detail. For example, conversion rates (i.e., user's 
favorable response of a communication) are tracked from 
marketing to portal-website, from portal homepage to offer 
detail page, from offer detail page to “go shop' (i.e., clicking 
to a merchant's website, coupon, etc), and from “go shop' to 
transaction (i.e., purchase). In addition, the present invention 
tracks these response rates for merchants, allowing the sys 
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tem to calculate averages for categories, Subcategories, 
groups of similar merchants and the like. These calculations 
are benchmarks that can be used to diagnose where problems 
(i.e., marketing breakdown) in the purchase funnel exist. For 
example, a merchant may have an offer detail page to go shop 
conversion of 23%, but the average for like merchants is 45%. 
In addition to identifying the problem areas, the analysis 
allows for the development of products and services that are 
designed to fix specific steps in the purchase funnel. 
0191 FIG.24 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
data flow according to the present invention. As discussed in 
detail above, data collected from the network, the merchants, 
and the user are input to the narrowcasting engine of the 
present invention. The active data gathering ADG collects the 
data from these three sources through the active data gather 
ing process as described above, and parses this data into the 
appropriate database (e.g., demographic, preference, and 
behavioral databases) in a format readily available for mar 
keting. As discussed above, the data is also evaluated as to 
effectiveness in predicting future buying behavior (i.e., “for 
ward looking data). The active learning AL processes the 
collected data as described above and applies rules and algo 
rithms that will determine what offers to present to a particu 
lar user (i.e., determine the right product for the right person 
at the right time). Based on results from the AL process, the 
communication management CM will send customer service 
emails (based on reminder and Suggestion preference data, 
for example) and/or marketing/advertising communication 
(based on inferred data, for example). The communication of 
marketing/advertising messages occurs utilizing one or more 
mediums: internet (e.g., website portal), newsletter insertion 
(e.g., HR newsetters) and emails (email newsletters). The 
response is fedbackinto the system in real-time to collect and 
refine the data to be even more accurate and relevant. 

Example 

(0192 FIGS. 25-30 illustrate a non-limiting example of the 
narrowcasting system and method according to the present 
invention. In particular, FIGS. 25-30 show an exemplary 
embodiment of segmentation and preference gathering/learn 
ing in accordance with the present invention. As shown in 
FIG. 25, an existing user network (e.g., “BookStore') wants 
to establish a rewards program on the narrowcasting system 
of the present invention. In block 2510, the current member 
ship are grouped and segmented as described above into RFM 
buckets. In this example, 4 target groups and 15 segments 
have been established and analyzed, as shown in FIG. 26. 
These segments can be grouped based on the target group or 
segment objective. For example, as shown in FIG. 26, Book 
Store is interested in retaining members of the Gold and 
Silver segments. Thus, the incentives and rewards for these 
segments can be designed around retaining these segments. 
0.193) Once the groups/segments have been determined, a 
call to action messaging is developed and disseminated to the 
groups. As shown in block 2520, using target group objectives 
and themes, CABR is used to develop a message to promote 
the incentives (rewards), retention, and renewal of the mem 
bers into the rewards program. Once the members, or poten 
tial members, receive the messaging, they are invited to reg 
ister into the rewards perks program by providing a link, for 
example, to the rewards perks website. 
0194 In block 2530, the user is then guided through the 
registration/login process. FIGS. 27-29 show the preference 
building interface (i.e., "preference game’) to ascertain the 
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preference data of the user during registration. As described 
above, the right side of the screen (FIG. 27) is populated with 
some of the offers found “inside' (i.e., once registration is 
complete). These offers, while appearing random, are actu 
ally populated based on data already known about the user. As 
the user answers the intelligent questions on the left side of 
the screen, the offers displayed on the right side of the screen 
dynamically changes, as shown in FIG. 29. Further, as the 
user interacts with Some of the offers (e.g., hovers over a 
particular offer), the information of the user's interest is also 
gathered to build the user's preference profile. FIG. 28 is an 
exemplary flow of the preference building process during 
registration. Once the user's preference data is gathered dur 
ing the registration process through the preference game, for 
example, the segmented content and preference based content 
are collected and dynamically arranged on the user's website 
as personalized content. (e.g., FIG. 29). 
0.195 Based on the demographic, behavioral, and prefer 
ence data gathered during the registration/prior activities, the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention migrates the 
analysis to lifestyle focused marketing. As shown in block 
2540, based on the gathered data of the user, the user is 
profiled into personas to determine the user's lifestyle. Focus 
ing on the user's lifestyle segmentation, the offers available in 
the system are segmented into the most relevant categories for 
the user, as shown in block 2550. In block 2560, the offers and 
the website are dynamically generated and branded and pre 
sented to the user to begin usage of the BookStore's rewards 
perks program. 
(0196. Silent Marketing 
0.197 As described above, the narrowcasting system 
according to the present invention has many applications. In 
particular, the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
in the exemplary embodiment as described above serves as a 
rewards/loyalty platform for networks while serving as a 
targeted marketing platform for merchants. 
0198 From the standpoint of the members, the narrow 
casting system of the present invention provides relevant 
information to the users from the time the user first accesses 
the user portal. Because the users are members of a network 
and the portals are setup on behalf of the networks, the net 
works provide information about their users when registering 
to be hosted by the narrowcasting system of the present inven 
tion. Therefore, the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention begins with information that prior art systems strive 
to collect over a long period of time. Because the information 
provided to the users is relevant from the beginning of their 
experience on the portal, the users’ first impression is that of 
credibility and trust of the communications provided by the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention. This reduces 
the number of ignored/deleted communications, such as 
emails and the like. More importantly, because the offers 
being made through the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention are branded through the network to which the users 
are members, the offerings are viewed as benefits or perks 
from a trusted entity and not perceived as spam. As the offer 
ings become more relevant through usage, the trust relation 
ship is increased, thereby perpetuating the collection of more 
data points to refine the users' future buying data even more. 
0199 From the standpoint of the networks, as the mem 
bers find the offerings through the narrowcasting system of 
the present invention more relevant and useful, the network 
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strengthens the relationship with the members. Accordingly, 
the members’ loyalty to the network increases, thereby 
obtaining more business. 
0200 From the standpoint of the merchants, as the offer 
ings are matched with relevant members, their marketing 
efforts become more efficient and productive. Rather than 
inundating the public with offerings that may not even get 
viewed, the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
provides accurate and productive results. To this end, the 
narrowcasting system of the present invention provides a 
'silent marketing option as a test bed for merchants to per 
form market analysis of their products. 
0201 In particular, the narrowcasting system of the 
present invention is a “closed loop' network with proven 
marketing rules (e.g., personas). The term "closed loop' as 
used herein refers to a closed environment with a specific 
audience and defined rules. In contrast, an “open loop' net 
work is the general public that has no boundaries and unspeci 
fied audience (e.g., anyone can access the network and iden 
tity is not authenticated). Because all of the potential 
customers in the narrowcasting system are members of the 
hosted networks that have been segmented and analyzed, 
products and/or marketing campaigns can be tested with 
accurate results with no public dissemination of information 
about the test. 
0202 For example, a merchant may wish to determine a 
market for a particular product. Traditionally, the merchant 
would pay for broadcast advertisements for the product to the 
general public to determine the market for the product. How 
ever, because the general public is an “open loop' network, 
the response is unpredictable and sporadic. Even if the prod 
ucts are sold, the data obtained is extremely diverse to deter 
mine the marketability of the product with any accuracy. 
However, using the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention, members have been already segmented and ana 
lyzed. Accordingly, a sampling of members using the prefer 
ence, behavioral, and persona data can be generated and the 
product marketability tested. Because the narrowcasting sys 
tem of the present invention uses the Internet and email, the 
results are almost immediate. Based on the returned results, a 
different or larger sample can be generated for either re 
testing or validating the results. Moreover, prototype offers 
and other marketing campaigns can also be tested to deter 
mine their efficacy. 
0203. In another aspect, if the market is too small, tradi 
tional methods for testing marketability exhaust the test pool. 
In other words, the people that would have found the product 
useful have been used up for the test. Accordingly, there is no 
one else to market after the testing is performed. However, in 
the narrowcasting system of the present invention, because 
the audience consists of members of large networks (e.g., 
employers, institutions, affinity groups) and the market pool 
can be segmented and sampled over members of different 
networks, the total pool is not exhausted after testing. In other 
words, the narrowcasting system of the present invention 
creates a controlled sampling of a market in a controlled 
environment to obtain accurate results that can be re-tested 
without exhausting the marketable pool. This results in the 
ability to run additional tests without exhausting the market 
pool for the actual marketing campaign. 
0204 The narrowcasting system of the present invention 
can be used in this fashion to test marketability of products, 
cost valuation of products, effectiveness of marketing strate 
gies, and other valuable marketability analysis in a controlled, 
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efficient manner with near instant results. Moreover, because 
of the effectiveness of the narrowcasting system of the present 
invention, merchants can also use the narrowcasting engine 
250 to move surplus products more effectively. 
0205 Merchant Network Services 
0206. As discussed above, while “relevance' of offers can 
increase usage by increasing trust, breadth (i.e., quantity) and 
depth (i.e., quality) of products and services available on the 
system are integral to increasing usage of the system. To 
increase the quantity and quality of the products/services, the 
system must be capable of increasing and deepening relation 
ships with merchants that provide the products/services. 
Accordingly, the narrowcasting system of the present inven 
tion includes various merchant network modules to increase 
the number of merchants, thereby the number of products 
and/or services, and deepen the relationship to increase the 
quality of offers for the products and/or services available 
from the merchants. 
0207 Auto-Enroll Module 
0208. A key barrier for increasing the number of mer 
chants, thereby increasing products and services on the sys 
tem, is the ease of enrollment with the rewards/loyalty pro 
gram. Typically, rewards/loyalty programs require that 
participating merchants offer discounts and/or other incen 
tives to be able to market to the members of the rewards/ 
loyalty program members. This can pose challenges to main 
stream merchants who do not need discounts to draw 
customers, and particularly to those offering discounts that 
are administratively challenging to provide (e.g., non-public 
or “private' offers, offers customized to specific communities 
or types of users, or any other offers that deviate from existing 
promotional plans). Hence, merchants may be dissuaded 
from participating in reward/loyalty programs that require 
discounts as a condition for participation. 
0209. On the other hand, a key barrier to increasing the 
quality of merchants is the challenge of increasing the num 
ber of high-end merchants (e.g., retailers of name brand 
designers) who participate in the rewards/loyalty program. 
High-end merchants can generally sell their products/ser 
vices at market price without any discounts since the consum 
ers of those products are typically affluent individuals. Hence, 
merchants with high quality products/services are dissuaded 
from participating in reward/loyalty programs that require 
discounts as a condition for participation. 
0210 Conversely, the merchants that offer the steepest 
discounts and/or incentives tend to be merchants with prod 
ucts/services that are less than desirable (e.g., out-dated prod 
ucts, unknown/unproven products, overstocked items, etc.). 
Hence, typical merchants participating in rewards/loyalty 
programs tend to be unknown or low end merchants, which 
tends to discourage users of long term usage as the quality and 
quantity of offers become subpar. As shown in FIG. 31, an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention includes an 
auto-enroll module 3100 that is implemented on a rewards/ 
loyalty platform such that the system does not require mer 
chants to provide discounts and/or incentives to become a 
participant. Rather, the incentives are provided by a rewards 
module, discussed in detail below, of the system of the present 
invention rather than by the merchants. In an exemplary 
embodiment, the rewards are provided out of the marketing 
spend accounts of the merchants. Hence, while the users are 
incentivized to purchase from participating merchants, the 
merchants do not have to offer discounts/incentives to be a 
participating member. In this way, the system and method of 
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the present invention increases the number of merchants, 
especially the high-end merchants that do not typically join 
rewards/loyalty programs as discussed above. Moreover, the 
system and method of the present invention includes features, 
as discussed further below, to make the registration and 
administration of the participation easy and simple for the 
merchants to further increase the number of merchants par 
ticipating in the network. 
0211. In the exemplary embodiment, the auto-enroll mod 
ule 3100 is a secure communications module on the system of 
the present invention, such as an Intranet or Internet access 
portal as shown in FIG. 31. As shown, the auto-enroll module 
3100 includes a website-like interface with instructions to 
guide the merchant through the registration/enrollment pro 
cess. As shown in FIG. 31, the auto-enroll module 3100 
includes an offer wizard 3110 that guides the merchant 
through a quick and easy process of creating an offer to be 
displayed to the user of the narrowcasting system of the 
present invention. The offer wizard 3100 may be a webpage 
having fields that allow entry of the merchant's information, 
the description of the offer, link to the merchant's website, 
and merchant's logo and/or other images regarding the offer. 
Other types of fields and/or interface may be used without 
departing from the scope of the present invention. 
0212. The auto-enroll module 3100 also includes options 
for participation. For instance, FIG. 31 illustrates a perfor 
mance based pricing (“Rev-Share’) module 3120 that allows 
the merchant to sign up for a budget-based enrollment for 
continuous, periodically recurring offers. In particular, when 
the amount budgeted by the merchant for a particular offer is 
spent within a cycle set by the merchant, the offer is sus 
pended until the next cycle begins. The performance based 
pricing module 3120 allows the merchant to set/change the 
budget levels, set/change frequency of the display of the 
offers, as well as other administrative tasks regarding the 
offers made available to program members. The auto-enroll 
module 3100 further includes a quick start ("Pay and Go') 
module 3130. The quick start module 3130 allows a one time 
payment and activation of an offer to be made available to the 
program members. 
0213 FIG. 32 illustrates an exemplary flowchart describ 
ing the enrollment procedure. For instance, merchant 3201 
accesses the auto-enroll module 3210 through a website, for 
example, to sign up with the system of the present invention. 
(Step 1) During the enrollment process, the merchant pro 
vides information about the merchant and the offer to be made 
available to the program members. Once the merchant has 
provided all the necessary information regarding the mer 
chant, the offer, and the like, the merchant information is 
forwarded to the registered card module 3220. (Step 2) The 
registered card module 3220 sets up the merchant with iden 
tification information (e.g., merchant ID), type of offer 
including any discount/incentive information, and stores the 
information into the merchant database (not shown). Once the 
merchant enrollment is confirmed, the merchant's offer or 
offers are added to the offer administration module 3230. 
(Step 4) 
0214. The offer administration module 3230 adds and/or 
updates the offers into the offer database 3235 to be used by 
the narrowcasting engine (FIG. 2) to make the offer to the 
most relevant member at the most relevant time. (Step 5) If the 
offer does not include any discounts and/or incentives as the 
merchant is not required to do so as discussed above, the 
system of the present invention may add a default incentive, 
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Such as a reward point for a predetermined amount spent. The 
default offer may be in lieu of, or in addition to, any discounts/ 
incentives offered by the merchant. 
0215. In addition, the offer administration module 3230 
sends notification, Such as an email, for example, to the mer 
chant 3201 once the enrollment process has been completed. 
(Step 6) The notification may further include login instruc 
tions to allow the merchant access to the offer administration 
module 3230 for administering the merchant's offers, as 
described further below. 
0216 FIG.33 illustrates a diagram describing exemplary 
administrative functions and tools of the offer administration 
module 3230 made available to the merchants. For instance, 
after enrollment, a merchant 3201 logs into the account man 
ager module 3310 using the information sent to the merchant 
after enrollment. (Step 1) The account manager module 3310 
allows the merchants to perform various administrative tasks, 
Such as changing login/password information, changing mer 
chant information, viewing and changing account informa 
tion, and the like. Moreover, the account manager module 
3310 provides various marketing tools to the merchant 3201 
Such as click Volume data, transaction data, discount/offer 
redemption data, and the like. (Step 2) The marketing data 
and information available to the merchant may be varied 
depending on the level of service in which the merchant has 
enrolled. Some of the different levels of analysis and data that 
may be made available to the merchant are described above. 
0217. Furthermore, the account manager module 3310 
provides various tools to the merchant to manage the offer or 
offers enrolled in the system of the present invention. (Step 3) 
In particular, the account manager module 3310 includes a 
heat map module 3320, an offer rank module 3330, and offer 
bid module 3340. 

Heat Map Module 
0218. The heat map module 3320 is a tool that conveys 
activity levels of various aspects of the marketplace to mer 
chants using the system of the present invention. For instance, 
the merchant 3201 or a user can use the heat map module 
3320 to view the most active category of merchandise over a 
specified time period. (Step 4) FIG. 34 illustrates an exem 
plary heat map that indicates the most popular type of mer 
chandise being viewed/purchased on the system of the 
present invention. As shown in FIG.34, “apparel' is the most 
actively viewed/purchased by the members on the system of 
the present invention followed by “electronics.” While the 
exemplary heat map of FIG. 34 displays the activities of 
products/services based on type, the parameters may be cus 
tomized by the user. For instance, the heat map may be con 
figured to show the name of the most popular products rather 
than by product type. As another example, the heat map may 
be configured to show activity based on merchant name. 
0219 Moreover, the heat map may be "clickable' to show 
various levels of granularity of the information. For example, 
FIG. 34 shows activity based on product type (e.g., 
“apparel). The heat map module 3320 may include the func 
tion of allowing the user to click on the “apparel' section of 
the heat map and a new heat map may be displayed showing 
activity levels broken down by categories of apparel (e.g., 
men, women, children, etc.) or show popularity over a period 
of time. Moreover, the user may click on one of these catego 
ries to generate yet another heat map that displays popularity 
based on the specific type of product (e.g., shirts, pants, Suits, 
casuals, etc.). The heat map module 3320 may be configured 
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to display any level of granularity for any type of parameter 
without departing from the scope of the present invention. 
0220. Furthermore, while the exemplary heat map of FIG. 
34 illustrates a colored area graph to convey levels of activity, 
other graphical representations may be used without depart 
ing from the scope of the invention. For instance, FIG. 35 
illustrates various exemplary representations that may be 
used. Such as (a) heat, (b) speed/cluster, (c) sound/vibrations, 
and (d) color/size. These exemplary representations are 
meant only to provide examples and not as limitations. 
Hence, other graphical representations may be used without 
departing from the scope of the invention. 
0221 Offer Rank Module 
0222 One of the challenges in marketing is to induce 
merchants to increase the amount of “variable' marketing 
(i.e., offers, discounts, incentives, etc.) offered to users. 
Unlike “fixed marketing fees (e.g., periodic advertise 
ments), variable marketing fees are often proportionate to the 
ultimate purchase price. Hence, this generally offers a more 
attractive or predictable return on investment to merchants. 
However, merchants are often unwilling to increase their 
variable marketing spending unless they have a better under 
standing of what impact the added spending will have on their 
traffic and how the change in traffic (if any) compares to their 
competitors. Unfortunately, prior art rewards/loyalty systems 
do not enable merchants to readily compare themselves to 
other merchants participating in the system. Moreover, prior 
art systems do not enable merchants to readily change the 
value of their variable marketing spending (e.g., increasef 
decrease the offer, discount, or incentive to users) to compete 
with other merchants using the system. Additionally, prior art 
systems do not enable merchants to analyze how their vari 
able marketing impacts their traffic or how their offers com 
pare with those offers from other merchants. Hence, mer 
chants are generally reluctant to increase the value of the 
discounts and/or incentives they offer to users participating in 
the rewards/loyalty program. 
0223) In accordance with an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention, another tool available to the merchant 
on the account manger module 3310 includes an offer rank 
module 3330. As shown in FIG. 33, the merchant 3201 may 
view where the merchant's offer ranks among other active 
offers in the same category in terms of redemption and effec 
tiveness. For instance, FIG.36 shows an exemplary view of an 
offer rank. As shown, the offer rank for the offer from mer 
chant 3201 is ranked in popularity with other offers from 
merchants in a similar category of products/services. In this 
example, the offer from merchant 3201 is 6th in popularity 
when compared with other offers from competitors. 
0224. In this example, the offer rank module 3330 pro 
vides a pull-down menu to select a product/service category 
as well as the time periods for comparison. Other types of 
parameters may be used for comparison without departing 
from the scope of the invention. While the exemplary embodi 
ment of FIG. 36 displays the names of competitors, the names 
of merchants other than the viewing merchant may be 
removed to provide an anonymous offer rank. In this manner, 
the merchant 3201 may be able to assess what types of offers 
are popular among the users as well as the effect of the 
merchant's own offer in the marketplace. Based on this infor 
mation, the merchant may create more effective offers to get 
better results. 
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0225. Offer Bid Module 
0226. In conjunction with the offer rank module 3330, the 
account manager module 3310 includes an offer bid module 
3340. In particular, the merchant 3201 may change its offer 
based on the information obtained from the offer rank module 
3330 and/or other marketing information (e.g., click volume 
data) to increase the effectiveness of the offer. (FIG. 33: Step 
6) The offer bid module 3340 may be accessed from the 
account manager module 3310 or from the offer rank module 
3330 (e.g., via buttons 3610) as shown in FIG. 36. More 
specifically, using the offer rank information from FIG. 36, 
the merchant 3201 may want to increase the offer level (e.g., 
higher discount) to make the offer more desirable. If it 
appears from the click Volume data from the account manager 
module 3310 that there is little click traffic, then the merchant 
3201 may want to increase or change the offer parameters to 
create more traffic. 
0227 FIG. 37 illustrates an exemplary view of the offer 
bid module 3340. As shown, the offer bid module 3340 allows 
the merchant 3201 to change the offer to be more attractive to 
potential consumers. For example, the offer bid module 3340 
shows a portion of the offer rank to compare the current offer 
to those that are more successful from competitors. The offer 
bid module 3340 allows the merchant 3201 to change the 
level of discount, for example, give free shipping, an addi 
tional gift, and/or change the offer type (e.g., from “limited 
time to "ongoing). Other types of offers/incentives may be 
used without departing from the scope of the present inven 
tion. 
0228. Once the offer has been changed through the offer 
bid module 3340, the new offer is updated in the offer data 
base 3335. (Step 7) The new offer is then updated to be 
matched and distributed to the relevant users. (Step 8) The 
offer bid module 3340 allows the merchants to benefit by 
being able to change the offer parameters to create a more 
effective offer and users benefit by receiving better offers due 
to the competitive marketplace created by the offer rank mod 
ule 3330. 

0229 Merchant Mapping 
0230 Merchant mapping allows for the exponential col 
lection of preference data. As discussed above, reminder data 
is captured from a customer. The active data gathering mod 
ule (ADG) may dynamically present a user with a preference 
question (e.g., a reminder) or with an offer and monitor if the 
user responds. This reminder data is collected and analyzed. 
The analysis may include filtering merchants based on the 
recency, frequency, and magnitude of the reminder data. The 
recency of the data is a rating of how old the data is. The 
frequency of the data is how often a particular offer is 
requested. The magnitude of the data is how many times an 
offer has been requested or the dollar amount of an offer. The 
reminder data is then used to send similar types of offers to 
customers in the future. For example, the similar types of 
offers may include offers from the same vendor or related 
vendors. FIG.38 is an example of a merchant mapping. The 
example shows that customers that respond to offers from a 
retail store, Such as Target(R), or shop at the store may also be 
interested in offers from various other merchants displayed in 
the mapping. The closer in proximity a merchant is to the 
center of the circle, the more likely a customer is to respond to 
an offer from that merchant. For example, as shown in FIG. 
38, customers shopping at Target(R) may respond to offers 
from KmarkR) or SmartBargains.com more than offers from 
Buy.com. Merchant mapping allows for the selling of a mar 
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keting campaign that applies to one merchant to be sold or 
used by another merchant that is found in the merchant map 
ping. 

Example 

0231. The following describes an exemplary workflow of 
a merchant interacting with the merchant network services 
module in accordance with the present invention. As shown in 
FIG. 39, a merchant accessing the system of the present 
invention for the first time is guided through a series of 
screens, such as an auto-enroll wizard the examples of which 
are shown in FIGS. 40A-40D, to setup an account to begin 
offering a product or service. 
0232. In particular, in step 3902, the merchant is first 
guided to a screen that allows the merchant to picka category 
that best describes the merchant. FIG. 40A shows an exem 
plary embodiment of a category interface through which the 
merchant selects a category. In step 3904, the merchant is then 
guided through a screen to create an advertisement/informa 
tion about the merchant to be displayed on the system of the 
present invention. FIG. 40B shows an exemplary embodi 
ment of an ad creation interface. As shown, the ad creation 
interface may be a pre-designed template with various fields 
that can be customized by the merchant to create an adver 
tisement about the merchant. In step 3906, the merchant is 
guided through a screen to enter the contact information 
needed to send the activation information as well as to setup 
a password for accessing the merchant services module of the 
present invention. (FIG. 40C) In step 3908, the merchant is 
notified that the initial enrollment process is complete and to 
expect an email message to confirm enrollment (FIG. 40D). 
0233. Once the initial enrollment has been completed, the 
merchant waits for approval. When the approval process is 
completed, an email message containing a link to the account 
manager module 3310 (FIG. 33) and instructions on how to 
login is sent to the merchant. (Step 3910) FIG. 41 shows an 
exemplary embodiment of the email message that is sent to 
the merchant to confirm enrollment. When the merchant acti 
Vates the link (e.g., a URL to the account manager module 
3310), the merchant is guided through a screen for logging 
into the merchant services module. FIG. 42 shows an exem 
plary embodiment of the login interface. During the login 
procedure, the system of the account manager module 3310 
determines if the merchant is logging in for the first time. 
(Step 3914) If this is the first time logging in, the merchant is 
guided through a series of Screens for setting up the account 
and creating an offer. 
0234. In step 3916, the merchant is guided through a 
screen for setup up of the merchant’s account. FIG. 43A 
shows an exemplary embodiment of the account setup inter 
face. In step 3918, the merchant is guided through the heat 
map screen so that the merchant may get a sense of users 
activities on the system. FIG. 43B shows an exemplary 
embodiment of a heat map showing users’ activities based on 
merchant categories, for example. In the exemplary heat map 
of FIG. 43B, the “hottest” category appears to be in the 
“electronics' category, followed by “cell phone/wireless” 
and “apparel.” As described above, the merchant may also 
'drill down” into each of the categories (e.g., into Sub-cat 
egories) to obtain a display with higher granularity. In step 
3920, the merchant is guided through the offer rank screen so 
that the merchant may get a sense of the most popular offers 
in a particular category of merchants. FIG. 43C shows an 
exemplary embodiment of an offer rank showing the offers 
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ranked in popularity (i.e., traffic) for a particular category of 
merchants. The merchant's offer will not be shown when the 
merchant is logging in for the first time as no offer has been 
created. The other merchants identities are kept anonymous 
to ensure privacy. In step 3922, the merchant is guided 
through the offer tool screen so that the merchant may create 
an offer based on the information obtained from the heat map 
and the offer rank. FIG. 43D shows an exemplary embodi 
ment of an offer tool interface. The merchant can designate, in 
part, the offer, length of the offer, and any descriptions of the 
offer. Once the offer has been created, a confirmation screen 
is displayed informing the merchant that the created offer will 
be made available to the users. (Step 3924). 
0235. Once the merchant has set up the account and cre 
ated an offer for the first time, the merchant is taken to the 
account manager module homepage. All Subsequent logins 
occur at step 3912, bypassing the auto-enroll wizard (i.e., 
steps 3902-3910). The login at step 3912, once registered, 
directs the merchant to a homepage 3310a on the account 
manager module 3310. FIG. 44A illustrates an exemplary 
embodiment of the homepage 3310a. In the example shown, 
FIG. 44A displays an account Summary, online lead genera 
tion information, and account activity. However, other infor 
mation may be displayed without departing from the scope of 
the invention. 
0236. As shown in FIG. 39, the account manager module 
3310 includes access to various management tools (3310a 
3310e). Access to these tools is depicted as tabs 4410 in FIG. 
44A. However, other interfaces, such as buttons, for example, 
may be used without departing from the scope of the present 
invention. In the example shown in FIG. 44A, the tabs 4410 
may include access to “Home” (3310a), “Create Offer” 
(3310b), “Increase Marketing’” (3310c), “Reporting 
(3310d), “My Account” (3310e), and “Tutorial/FAQ” (3310?) 
tools. FIGS. 44A-44E show exemplary displays and inter 
faces of some of these tools. 
0237. In particular, as shown in FIG. 39, various market 
ing tools may be accessed through the Increase Marketing 
tool 3310c. As shown, the Increase Marketing tool gives the 
merchant access to heat map module 3320, offer rank module 
3330, and the offer tool module 3340 with functionalities as 
explained above. Furthermore, the merchant is also given the 
option of selecting between a “Revenue Sharing 3950 and 
“Fixed Marketing 3960 tool. Additionally, the selection of 
the Create Offer 3310b tool guides the merchant through 
steps 3902-3910 to create another offer. 
0238 Payment/Registered Card Module 
0239. An exemplary embodiment of the system of the 
present invention includes the following components and 
entities: 
0240 Users: Users are potential customers of goods and 
services. The users may be members of a loyalty program 
through which the incentives are offered. 
0241 Card Issuers (partners): The card issuers are entities 
that offer credit or debit cards to the users. Examples of card 
issuers may be American Express, Bank of America, Chase, 
Citibank, etc. 
0242 Processors: The processors are entities that process 
transactions from credit or debit card purchases. The proces 
sors may be separate entities from the card issuers. 
0243 Registered Cards: Registered cards are credit or 
debit cards issued to the users by the card issuers that have 
been registered with the user's loyalty program to be used as 
the main transaction vehicle for purchases of goods and Ser 
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vices. Examples of cards that are registered include, but are 
not limited to, MasterCard(R), Visa R, American Express.(R), 
Discover R, Diner's Club(R), and the like. 
0244 Merchants: Merchants are entities who offer goods 
and services to users. The merchants may offer incentives to 
the users through the loyalty program to which the users may 
be members. The incentives may range from discounts to free 
offers as well as other perks intended to entice the users to 
purchase merchants goods and/or services. 
0245 Sponsors (User Networks): Sponsors are entities 
that provide loyalty or perks programs to the users. Sponsors 
may be employers, institutions (e.g., alumni or bar associa 
tions), and companies. Sponsors may also be merchants or 
card issuers as well. 
0246 Registered Card (“RC) Processing System: The 
RC processing system is a middle system that is the backbone 
of the present invention. The RC processing system provides 
the registration of the cards, processes transaction data from 
the card issuers, matches users transactions with the incen 
tives/discounts offered from the merchants, and distributes 
awards to users. 
0247 Registered Card Processing System 
0248 FIG. 45 shows an exemplary embodiment of a pay 
ment processing system in accordance with the present inven 
tion. As shown in FIG. 45, the payment processing system of 
the present invention includes a Registered Card (“RC) Pro 
cessing System 4510. The RC processing system includes a 
data capture module 4510a, rules management module 
4510b, and instruction module 4510c. The data capture mod 
ule 4510a captures, among other things, the enrollment infor 
mation Such as the user information, registered card informa 
tion, and loyalty program to which the user is enrolled. The 
rules management module 4510b includes access to the rules 
management database (e.g., FIG. 2: 240c) that stores the 
business rules to be applied for each user in determining the 
incentive to be applied. Based on the business rules, the rules 
management module 4510b, among other things, calculates 
the discount/incentive due to the user. The instruction module 
4510c sends instructions to the issuer or other third party 
processing entity of the registered card for proper processing 
and applies the discount/incentive due to the user. The dis 
counts/incentives include accumulating reward points (i.e., 
earning the points), redeeming the accumulated points (i.e., 
spending the points), depositing the points in an account (i.e., 
saving the points), or giving the points to a charitable account. 
Some or all of the components of the RC processing system 
4510 may be implemented in conjunction with or indepen 
dent of the narrowcasting system 38 described above. 
0249. The RC processing system 4510 also includes a 
points module 4520 and a spend, save, and give module 4530 
to be described in detail below. In general, the points module 
4520 maintains an accounting of accumulated and redeemed 
points based on the users’ activities. The spend, save, and give 
module 4530 processes the various accounts to which the user 
has designated the redemption of the points to flow. 
0250. The RC system of the present invention may be 
implemented on a computer network using Internet or Intra 
net portals. The users may be given access to the portal that is 
specific to the users’ enrolled loyalty program. The RC sys 
tem of the present invention may be accessed by the user at 
any end-user client device. Such as computers, kiosks, and 
mobile devices that is connected to the system via a local area 
network (LAN), wide area network (WAN). Internet, peer 
to-peer connections (i.e., direct connections via modem, for 
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example), or wireless networks. The portals may be imple 
mented on the system of the present invention or may be 
implemented on separate systems. 
(0251 RC System Workflow 
0252) A loyalty or reward program for a sponsor, such as 
an employer who wants to provide a benefits program to 
provide incentives for its employees, may be created in con 
junction with or independent of the narrowcasting system 38 
as described above. A loyalty program portal, for example, 
may be implemented on the system of the present invention or 
may be implemented by a separate system. The sponsors may 
be any entity, including merchants and card issuers, who want 
to provide benefits and incentives to its members in exchange 
for their loyalty to the sponsor. 
0253) Once a loyalty program is set up, the sponsor noti 
fies its intended users regarding the loyalty/perks/rewards 
program and encourages the users to enroll in the loyalty 
program. The loyalty program provides incentives to the 
users by making available offers from merchants that would 
peak the users interests. The matching of the incentives from 
various merchants to the most appropriate users is explained 
above. 
0254 To enroll, the user accesses the portal and provides 
the necessary information to become a member of the loyalty 
program. During enrollment, the user is provided the oppor 
tunity to register a payment card to be used in purchase 
transactions resulting from the incentives provided by the 
loyalty program. The user information and the payment card 
information are captured by the data capture module 4510a. 
In particular, the users’ personal information and the card 
information associated with the user are stored in a user 
database. In addition, the portal, as shown in FIGS. 56A-56F, 
allows a user to access and view discount/incentives that is 
available to the user or the user has received, including any 
reward points earned or redeemed by the user. 
(0255 FIG. 46 shows an exemplary embodiment of the RC 
processing system 4510 in accordance with the present inven 
tion. FIG. 47 shows a workflow diagram of an exemplary 
process according to the present invention. FIG.55 shows an 
example of the overall registered card purchase transaction 
flow. As shown in FIG. 46, the RC processing system 4510 is 
an interface between the rewards/loyalty program, the card 
issuer, the processor, and the merchant. In particular, a user 
accesses the rewards/loyalty program through a portal as 
shown in FIGS. 56A-56F, for example. The rewards/loyalty 
portal includes an enrollment module 4610 through which the 
user may register as a member to the rewards/loyalty pro 
gram. During enrollment, the user is asked to register a pay 
ment card to be used for performing transactions to take 
advantage of the merchant incentives offered through the 
rewards/loyalty program (FIG. 47: step 4701). While the card 
may be registered during enrollment, the user may register a 
card, add additional cards, or change a registered card with 
another, at any time through the rewards/loyalty program 
portal without departing from the scope of the invention. 
0256 The enrollment information and/or the card infor 
mation, including the cardholder name and card number, are 
captured in the data capture module 4510a. The card may be 
registered by passing the card information directly to the data 
capture module 4510a or through a Surrogate. That is to say, 
instead of passing the card information directly to the data 
capture 4510a, in an alternate embodiment, the enrollment 
module 4610 may contact the card issuer to receive a surro 
gate ID to be used in place of the actual card information. 
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Once the data capture module 4510a receives the user infor 
mation including the card information (either the actual card 
information or a surrogate ID), the data capture module 
4510a sends to the transaction reporting module 4620 the 
registered card information (FIG. 47: step 4702). Optionally, 
a list of participating merchants may also be sent (FIG. 47: 
step 4702). The transaction reporting module 4620 updates 
the cardholder data files and participating merchant list (FIG. 
47: step 4703). In this way, the card issuer or processor 
monitors any transactions occurring at the participating mer 
chant associated with the registered card. 
0257 Acceptance of Offer 
0258. Once the user has enrolled in the loyalty program 
(now a “member), the user is provided with a list of incen 
tives and offers from merchants that would most interest the 
user on the loyalty/rewards program portal. In an exemplary 
embodiment, the incentives and offers may be narrowcasted 
to the user through the narrowcasting system 38 as described 
above. However, the narrowcasted incentives/offers are not 
required. The incentives offered to the user are stored in the 
rules management module 4510b. In one exemplary embodi 
ment, the user can take advantage of the incentive/offer made 
available to the user on the portal by simply going to the 
particular vendor related to the incentive and making a pur 
chase. The purchase may be made at the physical store, on 
line, over the phone, through the mail, or any other purchase 
channel as long as the user uses the registered card. 
0259. In another exemplary embodiment, the user can sign 
up (i.e., reserve) to take advantage of the incentive or offer 
through the loyalty/rewards program portal. This is a form of 
“RSVPing” (i.e., reserving) the offer or incentive for use in 
the future. By signing up for the offer or incentive, the pay 
ment processing system of the present invention can accumu 
late analytics of the user's purchasing behavior. These ana 
lytics may be input into the narrowcasting system 38 as 
additional data sets to further enhance the relevance of future 
offers to be made to the user as well as for market reporting 
features for the merchant who made the offer. Accordingly, 
this tool is useful for proving incrementality of an offer. This 
tool is also useful in limiting the redemption of an incentive to 
a present number of people or consumers (i.e., "offer control). 
0260 Partially Qualified Transactions (PQTs) 
0261 During a purchase from the merchant offering an 
incentive, the user uses the payment card registered with the 
RC processing system 4510. As briefly discussed above, the 
purchase may be made on-line (i.e., through the merchant's 
website), in person at a physical location of the merchant, 
through a mail order catalog, by phone, or any other method 
without departing from the scope of the invention (FIG. 47: 
step 4704). The transaction reporting module 4620 monitors 
the registered card activities and identifies transactions made 
with the participating merchant using a registered card as a 
partially qualified transaction (“PQT) (FIG. 47: step 4705). 
Identified PQTs are then sent to the rules management mod 
ule 4510b of the RC processing system 4510 (FIG. 47: step 
4706). In an exemplary embodiment, the RC processing sys 
tem. 4510 may track both an offer that is reserved as discussed 
above and an offer that has been used by a customer. 
0262. In the rules management module 4510b, a matching 
engine 4624 matches the PQTs with the associated merchants 
and passes the information to a rewards calculation module 
4626 to determine the type and amount of the incentives/ 
reward, if any, based on stored business rules (FIG. 47: step 
4709). In this regard, the matching engine 4624 may analyze 
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the PQT to match the transaction based on merchants and/or 
products. Product based matching will be further explained in 
detail below. Moreover, the rewards calculation module 4626 
applies stored business rules from a business rules database 
(e.g., FIG. 2: 240c) to the received PQTs. 
0263. The business rules may be defined by the merchants 
to specify the terms of the offer to be made to the user. The 
rules management module 4510b processes the PQT based on 
rules associated with the user. The business rules database 
(e.g., FIG. 2: 240c) connected to the rules management mod 
ule 4510b contains all of the business rules associated with all 
the incentives made available to the users. FIG. 49 describes 
examples of the different types of rules that are available 
through the registered card system. 
0264. For example, the rules may include time-based cri 
teria (e.g., time period in which the incentives offered are 
valid), user-specific criteria (e.g., incentive only available to 
members of a specific loyalty program), and terms of the 
incentive/discount. Other business rules related to the incen 
tive are stored in the rules database to be applied in processing 
the transaction data. For example, the conditions may 
include, but are not limited to, the type of incentive, the 
amount of incentive, to whom the incentive applies, the time 
frame for the offer, and any other conditions of the offer. 
Moreover, the same merchant may target a specific type of 
user by customizing the amount of the incentive or terms of 
the offer downto the individual level. In order words, an offer 
by the same merchant may be different between users based 
on the users’ profiles. In this way, the merchants can custom 
ize the offer as generally or as detailed as the merchant 
desires. The rules management module 4510b automatically 
applies the rules to the user's PQT to determine the level of 
discount/incentive based on these rules. 
0265 Offer Types 
0266 The following types of incentives or offer types may 
be made by merchants. These offer types are associated with 
the rules specified by the merchants. A first offer type is the 
delivery of discounts or savings, such as a percentage or 
dollar amount off, a percentage or dollar amount off of a 
purchase greater than a set dollar amount, or a percentage or 
dollar amount off up to a certain maximum discount. A sec 
ond offer type may be used to attract new customers or bring 
back loyal customers. The offer may include allowing each 
user to utilize the offer one time for a purchase. For example, 
this offer type may state “50% off Next Purchase” or “S100 
Savings on First purchase.” A third offer type may include 
making offer 'A' available the first time a customer makes a 
purchase and making offer “B” available for all subsequent 
purchases. A fourth offer type may include allowing for 
repeating charges to be discounted for a set period of time. An 
example may include “25% off your first six months of deliv 
ery.” A fifth offer type may include tiered offers or offers 
based on dollar ranges of merchandise. An example may 
include “10% off purchases up to S99, 20% off purchases 
S100-$999, and 30% off purchases S1000+.” A sixth offer 
type may include an offer that is available a certain number of 
times per period of time. 
0267 In addition, a seventh offer type may include an 
offer that will be available on a specific day of the week. An 
eighth offer type may include requiring a user to view the 
Offer Detail Page within a specified window of time or to 
view and take active steps (i.e., clicking on a web page) to take 
advantage of the offer. This type of offereliminates accidental 
discounts for a customer who would have paid full price. This 












